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This study examined the suitability of the gravity-based
formula for trip distribution which \^/as proposed by the U.S. Bureau
of Public Roads (1965) for use in modelLing the journey to work in
Adelaide in 1971. The BPR formula was developed into a computer
programme which can be calibrated for data on trips between the
Local Government Areas of Adelaide.
The model vúas assessed, as a predictor of alL work-trips then
the trip data was separated into mal-er/female and several occupational
categories each of which \¡¡as modelled separately. The accuracy of
prediction for each category \^tas assessed then the predicted numl¡ers
of trips were aggregated to assess the benefit of separately modelling
several categories of worker.
The major findings of the study were:
(I) Actual patterns of trip distribution can be modelled to a very
high level of correlation by the Gravity Model; provided rel-iabl-e
data is available on travel--times; and numbers of trips originating
and terrninatíng Per zone.
(2) Numbers of trips to the CBD can be reli.¡bly estimated by the
Gravity Model;
(3) outer suburbs cannot be modelled as accurately as the more
stable inner sul¡urbs;
(4) Small increases in accuracy of modelling can be created by
separation of data into occupational categories; and
(5) Commonly used goodness-of-fit statistics such as chi-squared
values are not relia-ble j-nd.icators of the accuracy of a model.
Correfation aualysís proved to be a most useful measure of
II
goodness-of-fit and high levels of correlation were found
between sguare roots of observed and estimated nu¡nbers of
trips.
It was also noted that:
Workers in different occupations and different sexes can have
' noticeably different work-trip distributions, but the gravíty
model can be calíbrated to replícate a wide range of distributions.
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Terms v¡-ith constant definition Èhroughout tJ.is work include:
T,. = number of trips which originate in zone i andrJ
. terminate in zone j¡
P_. = number of trips wh-ich originate in zone i;I
A, = number of trips which terminate in zone j¡)
F. , = factor wt¡-icl¡- expresses ttrc deterrence effectrl
of zonal separation on the number of trips;
K,, = an adjustment factor included to allow forrl
, socio-economic variables not normally included




1. 1 THE CONVENTIONAL TRANSPORT ANALYSIS PROCESS
The science of modelling future transport needs has been
refined to a standard procedure which is commonly referred. to as the
conventional Transport Analysís Process. Thj-s procedure consists of
the following clearly-def-ined though not independent steps:
(1) Anal-ysis and prediction of present and future land usesi
(2) Generation of numbers of trips produced by or attractecl
to these land usesi
(3) Dístribution of these nurnbers of trip-ends to índividual
,o "-to-"one movements i
(4) Division of numbers of zone-to-zone trips between different
modes of transPort; and
(5) Assignment of the trips to various routes on the appropriate
transPort networks.
This study is concerned with step (3) which is referred to as the
"Trip Distríbution Phase".
1.2 THE TRIP DISTRIBUTION PHASE
The objecÈ of the trip distribution phase is to distribute the
known number of trips produced in each origin zone between all the
destination zones in such a \^Iay that each zone receives the known
numl¡er of attracted trips.
Many mathematical formulae, known as "trip distribution models',
have been deveJ-oped to perform this distribution. This study has
concentrated on a type of trip distribution model" known as the gravity
model which is based on the principle that the number of trips between
two zones will be proportional to the size of each zone and inversely
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proportional to some function of the distance between the two zones.
The trip dístribution phase involves "calibratíon" of the
selected model: determinatic¡n of constants of proportíonality and
the form of the function of disÈance which are appropriate for the
selected data. To do this it is necessary to obtain a known distribution
of trips for the study area and develop an iterative procedure which
successively alters the parameters of the model until it produces a
dístribution simi-far to the known distribution.
Ivtethods of assessing the degree of similarity have varíed
widely thro'¡ghout the literature. This study examined a new method
of assessment as,we11 as using some standard statistics. Throughout
the study the numbers of trips produced by the model are referred to
as "predicted" or "synthetic" numbers and the values obtaine<l from
the census data are referred to as "Observed" Or "actual" valueS. Much
of the study involves comparison of the predicted and observed numbers
of trips using statistics for "goodness-of-fit".
1.3 THE MODAL SPLIT PHASE
The division of numbers of trips between private and public
transport is known as the "modal split phase". There has been much
discussion about the appropriate stage at which to perform this phase.
The decisíon-making process whích the transport analyst hopes to
model involvep the simultaneous decision by the potential trip maker
of three things: (i) whether to make a trip, (ii) where to travel to,
and (iii) what form of transport to use. Given that each of these
decisions must be modelled separately the point of conjecture is
whether it is more appropriate to model the destination decision before
or after the choice of transport mode.
If the modal- split is performed before trip distribution it
ís necessary to calibrate a separate trip distrj.bution model for each
t.
mode. According to Hansen (L962) it ís then more appropriate to
distribute vehicle-trips than person trips. This would involve
estimation of car occupancy (generally about I.3 persons/car) fot
different areas
If modal split ís performed after the distributíon of trips,
as reconmended by Stopher and Meyburg (L975) ' only one calibration of
the distribution model is required. ft is then more appropriate to
distribut-e person-trips than vehicle-trips but this involves the
assumption that al-l trips are made by car or that the relative journey
times by all modes are equal.
For this study the available data was in terms of person-tr.ips
and the assumption of equal relative journey times in Adelaide involved
less error than the calculation of car occupancy values so no modal
split was performed.
The modal split pir."u and the assignment of traffic to the
various transport networks throughout the city of Adelaide were beyond
the scope of the study and remain as logical extensions of this work.
1.4 AIMS OF THE STUDY
This study involved the development of a particular trip
distribution model to the stage where it could be used to replicate
the observed data on the journey to work in Adelaide'
The aims of the studY were to:
(i) select an appropriate trip distribution model;
(ii) develop a satísfactory procedure for calibration of the model;
(iii) calibrate the model to reprod,uce the distribution of a.ll trips
to work in Adelaíde in L9lL¡
(iv) assess the accuracy of the mo<lel's predicted distríbution;
(v) separate the journey to work data into male and female and
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occupational categories, calibrate the model separately for
each category and assess the accuracy of the predicted
distributions; and
(vi) aggregate the predícted distributíons for the separate
categories into predictÍons for aII workers, assess their
accuracy relative to the accuracy of the prediction in (ii)
above and hence determine the value of modelling separate
categories of data.
1.5 STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT
The report consists of six chapters after this introduction:
Chapter 2 contaíns a review of some recent literature on the usefulness
of the gravity model and differences in travel behaviour between males
and females in different occupational categories. Chapter 3 discusses
the deve1opment,of the. trip distribution'model used in this stucly and
Chapter 4 describ-es ti-re data used.
Chapter 5 contains a detailed analysis of the accuracy of
the trip distribution predicted by the gravity model when calibrated
for all workers. Standard measures of accuracy are discussed and a
new method for analysis of modelling accuracy is introduced - analysis
of correlation.
Chapter 6 examines the ability of the model to replicate the
trip distributions of the selected occupational groups of male and
female workers. The different calibration paraneters and goodness-
of-fit statistics obtaíned for different groups are discussed and
compared. Four predicted trip distributions for all workers were
calculated by adding the distributions predicted for the separate
categories of worker and the comparative accuracy of each of these
predictions is discussed to determine the benefits of separating data
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into categories before modelling the trip distribution-
Chapter 7 preSents Èhe final conclusions.
Three appendices give the lisÈ of occupations in each category,
the fundamentals of the statistical formulae used in the report and
a listing of the computer program for calib:rating the gravity model
together with the results of a calibration of tl¡e model for all workers.
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?, REVT EW OF LITERATURE
.2.0 
I NTRODUCTION
The essential form of a gravity model is that the traffic (trips)
between an origin zone and a destination zone is proportional to the
product of the sizes of the two zones and inversely proportional to
some function of the separaÈion between the zones. Many such functions
have been developed and separation has been measured in many ways.
This chapter revj-ews some of the models that have been used
and the data for which they were calíbrated. lt then reviews previous
work on separation of data into categories and concludes with a brief
review of the effecÈs of catagory of occupation in determining residential
patterns and distances travelled to work.
The U.S. Bureau of Public Roads (1965) presented a detailed
procedure for calibrating the Gravity Model expressed as:
P.A.F..K..









This model, whj-ch rvas selected for use throughout this study' is
subsequently referred to as the "BPR model".
2.1 GRAVITY MODELS



















This was analogous to Newton's law of the gravitational force







Wilson (1967) provided a theoretical justification of the gravity
modef based on the principles of statisticaÌ mechanics. He assumed
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could be applied where ", j 
is the generalized cost of travel between
zone i and zone j and C ís the total amount spent on transport
in the region. lViIson considered the probability of a particular
distribution of trips {f. . } occu::ríng, expressed it as a function
of the number of distributíons possible and derived a most probable
distribution. This, he refers to as "entropy maximisationl'. He found
that on his assumptions the most probable distributions could be expressed
T.
t
= B, Cj P. A. exp(-ß"i ¡ )
t.l",o,exp(-ßc.,)l t
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Wilson effectively showed that, given (i) the total number of
trip origins and destinations for each zone for a homogeneous person-
trip purpose category, (ii) costs of travelling between zones, and
(iii) there is some fixed total expenditure on transport in the
region, then there ís a most probable distribution of trips between
zones, and the gravity model when cal-ibrated correctÌy will replicate
this distribution.
2.I.2 Examination of the Gravity Model.
The gravity model has been tested in many cities of various
sizes, particularly in the united states. one of the earliest of
these tests tu." d"=.tibed by Voorhees and Morris (1959) who expressed
satisfaction with the ability of the BPR Model to reproduce the 1957
traffic in Baltimoref U.S.A.
For work trips, in particular, the size of an attraction zone
hras measured by the number of people employed in it; the size of a
residential zone was measured by its population. Adjustment factors
(K.. ) were estimated duríng calibration according to the occupationalrJ
classes of the home zones.
The accuracy of the model I s results were checked by creating
screeu-l-ines dividing the Metropolitan Area into large segments and
collecting information on place of residence from employees of several
Iarge industrial plants z 1uraf.fic crossing the screen-lines was counted.
It was found that the model's predictions were generally correct to
within ten percent and it was concluded that existing travel was
adeguately synthesized.
The following advantages were claimed for the gravity model:
1. It created an understanding of the factors that influence
9
traffic patterns;
2. It provided a factual basis for plans, and the possibility of
effectively testing and evaluating alternatives¡
3. Due to effective analysis of factors influencing traffic, the
resulting traffic plans I¡/ere more realistic; and
4. it was irrexpensive ($25,OOO for the Baltimore study), technically
simple and required only a small sÈaff.
Hansen (L962) claimed that the BPR model satisfactorily reproduced
existing patterns of travel in !{ashington D.C, in 1955 when trips v¡ere
divided by purpose into six groups víz'.- home-basecl to work, to shop,
social, to school, misceLl-aneous, and non-home-based; and the model
was applied to each type of trip separately.
He made the modal split after the zone-to-zo¡re distribution of
person-movements, rather than construct separate models for public
and private transport which would have required determinatj-on of the
modal-split during the trip generation phase.
Zonal separation was represented by minimr:m off-peak driving
time plus terminal times. Terminal times were estimated from the
type and intensity of land use wíthin each zone and were íncluded
because:
(i) People consider total travef-time rather than only driving-
time associated with a particular trip;
(ii) Previous research had indicated a variation of the distance
exponent when terminal time was not inclucled in measurement of
zonal separation.
Terminal times variecl from siz minutes, in the central portion of the
region, to three minutes in outlying suburban areas.
During calibration, it was found that the travel-time factors
) for all purposes, except work-trips could be approximatedF.
I t
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using a single exponent of travel time i.e. u,j = V{r:. Comparison
of cal-culated and observed trips found that the model predicted too
many work-trips to the centra1 area and not enough to the outlying
zones. This was explained by the understatement of the time of travel
to the Central Business District due to the use of off-peak driving-
times. Adjustment factors (\ ¡ ) were necessary for trips through
geographic barriers such as the crossing of the potomac River.
Frequency distributions of work-trips by travel-time were
reproduced with particular accuracy. The importance of adjustment
factors (K,, ) was shown by comparing unadjusted and adjusted work-rJ
trip crossings of cordorr-Iines.
He claimed that the gravity model could serve as a framework
for forecasting urba¡t traffic for any city; and that, in cases of
specj-fic modelling difficulty, justifiable adjustment factors should.
be used.
Clark and Peters (1964), however, claimed that the number of
journeys is controlled by "opportunities" and not by distance" To
support this proposition they applied the "Competing Opportunities
Model" (CoM) , developed by Tomazinis (L962), to work-trips in
London in 1951. The CoM is based on the principle that the Logarithm
of the number of journeys to or beyond any specific point is
proportional to the number of "opportr:nities" at or beyond that point.
They concluded that:
1. The Gravity Model ¡n'as r:.nsatisfactory while the COM worked weII
in describing trips by both public transport and private cars;
2. Female workers were much less willing to work at a distance
from their homes than males; and
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3. Manual workers, clerical workerst and executives have appreciably
different travel Patterhs.
Howe (1960, 1962, I963a and 1963b) was critical of the
techniques used to synthesize work-trips with the gravity model and
proposed his own "Fiel-d" theory of movement - the Electrostatic Model,
saying that human beings are like electrons, being attracted to many










where: R.. is the straight-line distance from zone i to zone j,rJ
which is simply the gravity model with straight-line distance as the
measure of separation.
Based on successful predictions of trips to work in Minneapolis-
St. Paul, Howe claimed that this model can be used in any urban area
to predict travel patterns from land-use patterns "more accurately
than the Gravity Model" - a curious conclusion considering the
Electrostatic Model is a form of Gravity Model.
Bouchard and Pyers (f965) examined the ability of the BPR
ModeL to reproduce the lrlashington D.C. travel pattern of 1955 and to
forecast the travel pattern of 1948 from the 1955 travel data.
Calibration of Èhe model with 1955 data was checked by:
1. Comparing the shape and average travel-times of the predicted
and observed frequency distributions of trips by travel-time;
2. Determining the root-mean-square-errors of the differences
between the predicted and observed flows in major corridorsi
tlt
L2.
3. Comparing the estímated trip numbers with actual numbers for
each trip purpose. Predicted and observed zone-to-zone nurnbers
of trips were grouped according to the magnitude of the observed
number of trips and the root-mean-square-error of each group
was calculated as a percentage of the average size of that
group; and
4. Comparing the nunù¡ers of trips between sectors (groups of 2ones).
The reliabiJ-ity of prediction was found to increase with the nurnber
of trips.
Using the 1955 travel-time factors with trip attraction and
production data ,available for 1948, the 1948 travel pattern \^/as
satisfactorily reproduced. Hence, they cfaimed that, if appropriate
productions and attractions are known or can be reliably estimated,
the gravity model is capable of reproducing exísting conditions and
of predicting future conditions, over short time periods.
lleanue and Pyers (1966), working with data for lrfashj-ngton D.C.
from 1948 and 1955, tested the BPR Model against:-
I. Frator Growth Factor Procedure














= Future year trips from zone i to zone j,
= Base year trips from zone i to zone j,









t, = Base year trip ends at zone i
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2. rntervening opportunities Moclel (roM) (stouffler' 1940)
T, ¡ = o, {exP(-LD) - exp[-r'1o+o. )1]
where 0. : rrip origins in zone i,
t
D = Trip destinations considered prior to zone j,
D. = Trip destinations in zone j,
t
L = Measure of probability that a random destination will
satisfy the needs of a particular trip.







where p , = Probability of attraction to zone j'a¡
= destínations in zone j divided by sum of destinations





p = Prol¡ability of satisfaction'sJ
= 1 minus the sum of the destinations availal¡le in time
bands up to and including "time" band m divided by







K - any time band
m = time band into which zone j falls
D = destinations available in tíme bancl KK




D. = destinations available in zone j
t
0, = number of trips with origin in zone i-
The models were compared on the basis of:
1. ability to match the trip length frequency d.istribution, from
the O-D surveyi
2. ability to produce volumes at river crossíngs that matched
O-D survey volumes;
3. ability to match o-D survey trip movement by corridors to and
from the CBD; and.
4. accuracy of model as measured by the root-mean-square-errors
between nurnlrers of O-D survey trips and modef trips assigned
to a spider network.
In aII respects the Gravity Model was at least as good as the other
three.
In p::edicting the l-955 data from the 1948 data base the Gravity
and Intervening Opportunities Models were about equal in reliabíIity
and utility, but it is difficult to use the IOM calibration parameter
(L) for predicting future trips as nothing is known about its
stability with tíme;
The Fratar growth factor procedure correctly expanded trips for
stable areas but was unsatisfactory when the origin areas were
experiencing changes in land use; and
It was not possible to calibrate the Competing Opportunities
Model for trips between areas as small as those used in Washington D.C.
Lawson and Dearinger (1967), working with work-trips in
Lexington, Kentucky, compared the BPR Mode1 with:-
















2. Competing Opportunities Model- (Tomazinis, 1962)
T.. =o.P.PrJ l aJ sJ
3. Multiple Regression Model-
ï¡ = âo + arxbrr + --. + a*xf,K
( 13)
(1s¡
where a-. and b-- are constants, andKK
x-- is a regression variable.
K
They tested the predícted number of trips by comparison of:
(i) the shapes, and average travel-times of the predicted a¡rd observed
frequency dístributíons of numbers of trips by travel-time; and
(ii) the mean square errors in the predíctions of observed numbers
of trips.
They concluded that the Competing Opportunities and Electrostatic
Models did not reliably reproduce observed trip patterns ' while the
Gravity and Multiple Regression Models did: the Gravity Model was
sel-ected as the most practical model because of its simpJ-ícity,
relative ease of applícatíon and sensitivity to changes in travel time.
Blunden (1971) compared the predictions of trips in Sydney in
196I by BeII (1966) who used the Gravity Model, and by Connors (1968)
who used a Línear Programming method. He concluded that the linear
programming solution which minÍmized the sum of trip times produced
an ideaf sítuation but not the actual situation; the gravity model'
however, generated a solution with a sum of trip times cl-ose to the
actual value.
Fisher and Patterson (L9'12) argued that the concepts of entropy
theory applied to social systems by Wilson (197.1) in his derivation
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of the Gravity Model do not apply. They claim that cities are examples
of open systems which do not converge to a state of maximum disorder
but ímport energy to maintain internal differentiation i.e. cities
exhibit negative entropy; thus a model seeking to maximise entropy
departs from the fundamental organizational characteristics on which
cities are based.
The further argued that the Gravity Mode1 is over simple because:
(i) it estimates trip numbers and distributes trips in two separate
steps, whereas the decision to make a trip and the decision on
the trip end are simultaneous;
(ii) the balancing constants of WiLson's Gravity Mode1 cannot be
calculated; and.
(íii) the cost constraínt
n
I i T. . C..r) t, (6)
is not realistic-
However these arguments concern the theoretical validity of the
Gravity Model. In practice the balancing constants can be calculated
by making appropriate assumptions (Ederis, L97O and Cesario, L914)
and the theoretical error of separate trip generation and distribution
is irreleva¡rt if the model works.
After reviewíng Land Use/Transportation studies in Australia,
B1ack (L914) concl-uded that in the trip distribution stage most
studíes used the BPR Model, while Growth Factor and Intervening
Opportunities Models were rarely used. Some studies used the Gravity
Model with the BPR "fríction factors" (¡'.. ) replaced by impedancett
functions suctr as:




AIl studies showed that trips with different purposes have
different average lengths, and Black concluded that a more accurate
distribution pattern is likely to result with a model stratified by
purpose.
Beardwood and Kirby (1975) analyzed some properties of the
gravity model and endorsed the theoretical soundness of the model.
They explained mathematically the following properties:
1. "Separability" - it a zone is excluded from the region then
the remainitg int" r-zonaI and intra -zonaL trips are unchanged;
2. "Compressibitity" - by suitably averaging travel-times' the
predictíons made after aggregating zones into larger units
are consistent with the predictions made using the original
zonesi and
3. "Excludability" - if data for some interzonal transfers are
omitted at both origin and destination, the predictions made
by the gravity model are consístent with those that would have
been obtained had they been present.
In practice this means that it is quite reasonable to confine
predictions to the trips within a study area' and treat it as a
closed system. Also, if all cells for which information is rnissing
$rere omitted completely from the calibration the synthesized partial
matrix would be the sarne as the appropriate sections of the synt-hesized
whoLe matrix, provided the omitted trip volumes \^lere not large
enough to affect the travel-times between the remaining zones. Work
done in this study showed t-his to be true with the above proviso.
f(drj) =exp(-Àt¡l/4¡
IB.
2.L.3 Generalizing the Gravity Model.
Tanner (1961) suggested that for a trip distribution formula to
be acceptable, it must apply to both short and long trips within towns
and to trips between-towns. He demonstrated mathematically that the




cannot adequately describe both short and long trips with the same
values of constants. ft was apparent from work done in ttrís study that
different values of n were appropriate for different travel times.
To overcoá anrt restriction, Tanner proposed the formula
f (d, ¡ ) = exp(,-À.d, l) /4 i (r7)
as a descriptor of the effect of distance between two places on the
number of journeys to work between them.
He tested both the conventional and modifíed formulae by
calibration with the l-951 census data for the whole of the United
Kingdom and concluded that to explain short trips, Iong trips and
trips between towns with a single formula the exponential term was
required.
He found that for short trips within a town the parameter n
was usuafly found to be 1.0. Larger values (up to 3.0) were
generally appropriate for longer trips only. In this study all trips
within Adefaide were short intra-city trips so a value of n = I.0
h¡as appropriate.
In order to remove the depend,ency on population density fr:om the
model, and thus enable the model to represent travel between towns as
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vrell as travel within towns, Tanner introduced. two additional constants,
c. and c. , which represent exponenÈia1ly weighted averagerJ
















= Ip. .exp(-À.d. . )
.a | - t,
I
(2r)
where m is a constant, and
P, and P; are the populations, or other measures of size,
of the two places.
Edens (1970) described a modífied version of the BPR Model
which involved the grouping of zones according to "accessibility"




al I i d:.
U
i.e. a function of the size of a zone and its separation from all other
zones. The equation of his modified gravíty model was:
T.. = P.A.EIJ T J f.p
(23)
where f . and f . are functions of the separation, d.. , betweenpi ai - rJ
the production zone i and the attraction zone j. Famil-ies of fpi
curves and f curves were derived from an iterative procedureat
based on matching observed and calcul-ated trip length frequency
dístributions: each zone was assigned one curve from each family
according to its accessíbilities.





assumed that the functional form of F.. remains constant over periodsrJ
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of time, Eder\s proposed that only for zones of constant accessibílity
should F, ¡ be considered of constant form over the prediction time
period. The modified model takes into account some of the land. use
changes occurring during the planning period by assigning to each
zone new f a¡rd f
a
curves accorded to the zone's predictedpr
accessibil-ities.
Edens showed that the BPR model ís a special case of this more
general model and the F, ¡ curve can be considered as an area-wide
average of the fo and fu curves.
Baass (L914) claimed that travel-time factors for each zone-to-








where: t.. is the observed number of trips from zone i to
tl
zone j, and
t is the total nu¡nber of trips.
This formula led to exact values of the travel-time factors but it was
necessary to relate the factors to travel-time using a curve-fitting
technique. The result was in fact similar to the BPR method.
The BPR calibration procedure involves developing a suitahle
friction factor curve by iterative trial and error and calibrating
adjustment factors, \ ¡ , by some ad hoc procedure usually based on
differences between predicted and observed numbers of trips. Cesario
(L914) proposed that the adjustment factors could be calcul-ated from
observed data only by decomposing them into origin and destination
components:






(L.P.)(M.A.)F..r ¡ t t rJ
h.¡rar
P i i i ii
I
(26)
which can be re-written:
¿. .rJ GU.I
(27)
where: G =anormalízíng factor;
U. = emissíveness of i = propensity of zone i relativeI
to other origins to emit trips; and
V. = attractiveness of j = propensity of zone j relativet,
to other destinations to attract trips
which is equivalent to the formula developed by Ed.ens (1970) (equation
23) .
Cesario (L971) further developed the concepts of enrissiveness
and attractiveness and related them to accessibility thus drawing the
s€une conclusion as \i¡as drawn by Edens (1970) : that the amount of
trave.l- between two places depends on the accessibility of each of the
zones.
From the papers discussed in this section it was concluded
that the gravity model can be used to model the distribution of trips
in any city. The form in which the model is expressed, the rel-ations
to be established bet¡een adjustment or balancing factors and data on
Iand-use, and the method of caLibration can be sel-ected by the user to
suit the available data. The basic premise remaÍns, however, that
travel bet-ween two zones is proportional to the l-eve-l of actívity at
the two zones and. inversely proportional to some funct-ion of the time
of travel between the two zones.
VFi ij
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Mathematical foundations have been presented for the balancing
factors and evidence has been presented of previous successful use
of the gravity model.
2.2 DISAGGREGATION OF DATA
In attempting to increase the accuracy of modelling the
distributíon of trips whilst maintaining simplicity, most transportation
studíes separate trips into categories, and apply the model separately
to each catagory. This separation wiII be referred as "disaggregation",
The most common basis for disaggregation has been "purpose of
trip" using categories suggested by the U.S. Bureau of Public Roads
(1965) , vízz-
1. Home-based to work
2. Home-based Èo shop
3. Home-based to social-recreation
4. Home-based to schoof
5. Home-based to miscellaneous
6. Non-home-based.
Dickey and Hunter (1970) investigated the use of trip-purpose
as a basis for disaggregatíng trips. They developed a procedure for
calculating the optimal number and composition of groups of trip
categories. Their procedure balances two conflicting desires vízz-
1. Classification groups shou.l-d consist only of trip categories
which are honrogeneous in terms of travel-time distributions, and.
2. The number of groups and hence the cost of running the model
should be mi.nimized.
Trips from the l.laco Urban Transportation Study (Texas Flighway
Dept. 1965) were categorízed initially by purpose and by land use at
dest-j-nation" From 80 such initial categories their grouping procedure
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generated 5 groups. The groups \^¡ere examined for intuitive reasonable-
ness and explanations were wought for apparent anomalies-
Almost all trips to work appeared in the same group: they
usually occur in a limited, peak period and are therefore particularÌy
sigrnificant.
It has been universally accepted thaÈ journeys -to -work are
similar enough to each other and sufficiently dífferent from trips made
for other purposes to be treated as a single group. However, separation
of work-trips into smaller categories using variabfes such as age,
sex and occupation has been invesùigated with a view to increasing
the accuracy of trip distribution modellíng.
Ashford and Holloway (L972), Clemente and Sunners (L974) and
paaswell and Edelstein (L916) investigated the variation of trip-making
behavíour with age. It was found that variables such as average
Iength of trip and percentage of trips made for the purpose of work
varíed with age and other factors such as income, sex and marítal
status.
Hathaway (1975) investigated the benefits of disaggregation
using data from London ín 1966. Tríps were classifj.ed by sex, a9e,
marital status, socio-economic group, occupational group and standard
indust'ríal classification of the trip-maker. He found that significant
differences can exist bet\^/een the distribution of trips made by people
ín different categories. Results of his analysis of data disaggregated
by occupation and by sex will be examined her:e in some detail.
Hathaway fitted to his data a trip distribution modeL of the
form:
K' K K K K .Kt;: =B;-c;-P;-A;-exp(-À'-c.-) (28)
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subject to the usual constraints for all zones i and j:
(2e')
K (:o¡=p
where: K represents the category of tríp-maker;
B, and a, are balancing factors;
c.. is the cost of Èravel from zone i to zone i¡ andIJ
À is a calibration Parameter.
Hathaway's aims were (i) to see how well ttre model fitted the
data for "."h ..t.gory and 
(ii) to compare the accuracy of the model,
when applied separatety to the data for each category and the results
summed, Í/ith the accuracy obtained from a single application of the
model to the aggregated data.
peak-hour public transport work-trips in the north-east section
of the London Transport Survey Area were examined using trip data
derived from the 10s" sample L966 census of London. The cost of travel
was assessed in terms of travel" time.
Hathaway examined the possibilíty that difference in average
travel-tíme between categories could be explained by sampling error.
He stated that if the average travel-times had been based on a l-00?
sample (as ín the full census), the differences between categories would
necessarily be signifieant.
Hathaway considered that the Student's t-test could be used to
test whether differences in average travel-time between categoríes
indicated actual differ:ences ín travel- patterns or whether sampling
error was responsible. Thís invotved the assumptions that all the













Tab1e 2.I gíves the mean and variance of the travel-time for each
category and shows that the variances were indeed similar - all values
between 234 and 346 min2.
A series of t-tests was used to investigate the significance of
smafl differences in mean travel-time. At the 90% confidence level,
both Professional workers and C1erical workers were significantly
different from all other workers, a1.so Male workers were significantly
different from Female workers, but no other two groups were significantly
different from each other.
The decay constants strown in Tab1e 2.I were obtained using a
Maximum r,ikeIího'od calibration method to fit the model to the data
for each category.







































































Using a Relative L,ikelihood Method to compare the decay constants
in Table 2.I, Hathaway showed that the correlation between f/^ and
average travel-time which i.s apparent in Table 2.I was statistícal1y
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sígnificant i.e. the model $¡as proPerly sensitive to changes in the
observed distribution of trips.
Hathaway generated numbers of trips between zones using the
calculated value of the decay constant and the observed trip end
numbers fbr each of the categories and the following measures of
departure were calcul-ated:-
(1) The mean percentage difference ín trip numbers defined as:
*
(21 The chi-squared statistic defined as:
*










where: n. is the observed number of trips from zone i torJ
zone j,
m. . is tlre calculated nunrber of trips from zone i tort
zone j, and
N is the number of observations.
Hathaway considered that ít is possible to compare fits bet\nreen
categories using the chi-sguared values. Ho\^/ever there are two sound
theoretical reasons why chi-squared should not be used. First, the
chí-squared test was developed to test whether a sample of a population
came from a theoretical distribution with any differences being due to
These definitions as given by Hathaway are not correct - the
correct formulae are given in Appendix B.
*
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sampting errori and secondly the chi-squared statistic should not be
used with less than 5 trips in any one observation.
In Hathawayrs e/ork a I0å sample was used so the errors indicated
by his chi-squared values was a combination of sampling error and
modelling .inaccuracy which is not truly indicatíve of the efficiency
of the model. There were also numerous observations of less than 5
trips which invalidated Hathaway's chi-sguared values in any case.
Chi-squared was not used in this thesis as there were many
observations of less than 5 trips and because l-00s" census data was
used so there was no measurable sampling error. Besides which it is
the errors in the model that are of interest not the sampling errors.
TABI,E 2.2 Comparisons between observed and Synthesized trip













































AII 28866 l-7441 42.4
*The values of chi-squared and mean percentage error given in this table
appcar to have been calculated using the correct definit-ions as given
in Appendix B not the incorrect definitions in equations (3f)-(33).
2A
Direct comparison of fit between categories requires a measure
of goodness-of-fiÈ which is independent of the total number of trips
such as the mean percentage error. It is apparent from Table 2.2 that
the mean-percentage-error val-ue appears to vary inversely with the
nurnlcer of trips indicatir:g that large observations are easier to
model accuratel-y than small observations. This was also found to be
true in this study.
Hathaway concluded that his model was unsatisfactory because
the mean percentage error was too high (about 4Oe"). However as
díscussed in section 5.2.1 the values obtained for the mean percentage
errors were markedly affected by the large number of small observations.
Analysis of the p.r..rrt.ge erïors in the major movements (as in section
5.4) would in the author's opinion have shown Hathaway's moclel to
have been satisfactory.
Tab1e 2.3 gives the results of comparing the observed trip
distribution with, in tuln, the predicted distributions obtained from
the sum of nine socio-economic groups, the sum of the six occupational
categories, the sum of the eight categoríes of industry, the sum of
the part-time and full-time worker:s, the aggregated data for all
workers and the sum of the seven age/sex categories.

































Ta.ble 2.3 indicates that some small improvement in modelling
accuracy was possible through the íntroduction of additional parameters
ít is difficult to judge their signíficance. It was apparent to the
author that a more sensitive measure of comparison was necessary.
Hence analysis of correlation was used in this work in addition to
the mean-percentage-error statistic used by Hathaway.
2.3 OCCUPATION AND TRAVEL BIHAVIOUR
The usefulness of occupational categories has been extensively
researched, in partícular the effect on trip-making behaviour. A brief
summary of some of this research is presented here in view of the
investigation oí the effects of separating data into occupations on
accuracy of modelling the distribution of trips.
Duncan and Duncan (1955), usíng data from chicago, 1950, found
that: workers in the professional and managerial classification
lived only in certain aïeas of the city and operatives, service l¡iorkers
and labourers lived only in others while salesmen, clerks and craftsmen
lived throughout the city.
Duncan (1956) found that the distance between work-place and
residence of workers in Chicago, I95I, showed definite correlation
with the category of occupation (Table 2.4).
TABLE 2.4
30.
Average h'ork-residence separation by major occupation
group (Duncan, 1956)





















O¡r the other hand, Reeder (1956) found that in Spokane, lnlashington,
in 1952, people in the Professional and Managerial occupations spent
less time travelling to work than did operatives and labourers.
Reasons for the apparently conflicting results of Duncan and
Reeder could include: d.ifferences between cities (geographical and.
clemographic); differences between occupational groups with respect to
preferred mode of travel; d.ifferences between road networks and public
transport networks with respect to levels of service; and the relation
between average distance and travel- time. However, there is little
doubt that differences can occur between occupational groups with
respect to the separat-ì-on of residence and place of work.
Udy (L962) suggested that people in occupations giving access
to wealth po\,Íer and influence would be able to benefit more quickly
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from technological change than others less fortunate.
Goldstein and Mayer (L964) using data from Providence-Pawtucket,
Rhode Is1and, L96O, found that: of the vrorkers who lived in the
suburbs, the percentage working in the city varied directly with the
social status of their occupations and the percentage working in the
suburbs decreased with increasing social status.
In an extensive analysis of previorr" re"uàtch, Wheeler (Lg67)
found that most metropolitan transportation studies agreed that those
in high status occupations generatly travel further to work than those
in low-status categories. Wheeler commented that ín large cities
"white collar" workers live in the suburbs and work in the Central
Business District, whereas "blue collar" workers tend to live c-lose
to where blue-collar jobs are available. However, the size of the
city is important: in smaller cities, professional and managerial
workers often live in the suburb in which they work whil-e manufacturing
employees may be attracted from other suburbs: in this case the lower-
status workers tend to Èravel further than high status workers"
Using data from Pittsburgh, 1958, V{heefer for:nd that mean
work-trip distance increased with occupat-ional status. Also, rvithin
high-status occupationsr average work-trip distance was found to
íncrease with distance between residence and city. Low-status
occupation workers exhibit the opposite behaviour; those living in
the suburbs work near home, while those living near l-he city have
scattered work-places.
It is apparent from the average work-tri-p distances displayed
ín Table 2.5 that no correlation exists between social- status and
distance travelled Lo work by femal-e workers; however due to the
large demand for office-workers in the CBD, female clerj-cal workers
have a much higher average distance to work than the other ogcupations.
TABLE 2.5
32
Mean distances from home to work for Pittsburgh in 1958
(Vlheeler, 1967).





































Total 3.43 4.58 3. 06
Forster (1975) found that in Adel-aide in 197I workers in
different categories of occupation and different sexes had. very
different distributions of homes and workplaces.
Manning (1978) analysed the 1971 census data on journey to work
in Sydneyr and found that the distance travelled to work was related
to age, income, occupation, sex, marital status and whether an
individual has a fixed dwelling or fixed workplace when searching for
the other.
He found that the proportion of the workforce that work and
live in the same Iocality varied with the occupation. People with
lowly paid occupations tended to live close to their work. Using the
ratio of the number of people that actually work locally to the nurnber
33
of people that could work loca1ly to represent people's willingness
to travel long distances to work, he found that workers earning more
are willing to travel further.
The proportion of workers working in the city centre varied
with occupation and sex: however, the residential distribution of
city workers did not vary between occupations. There r^ras, ho\^¡ever, a
variatíon between the residential distributions of the two sexes:
male city workers of all occupations were drawn predominantly from
the Kur-ring-gai and harbourside suburbs, while female city workers
of aII occupations r^rere drawn from the western suburbs.
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3, DEVELOPMENT OF THE GRAVITY MODEL
.3.0 INTRODUCTION
From the many distribution models described in Chapter 2 the
Gravity Model as presented by the Bureau of Public Roads (1965)
(hereafter referred to as the BPR Model) was sel-ected. A computer
program which incorporated the procedure for caLibrating this model
was wrítten in Fortran for a CDC 6400 computer and was applied to an
examination of the 1971 journey-to-work d.ata for the City of Adelaide.
The model and the calibration procedure vrere refined as improvements- in
some sections perrnitted improvements in others. This chapter describes
the development o.,f the final model.
3.1 DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODEL AND CALIBRATION PROCEDURE
3.1.1 The BPR Model ., .
The BPR model is:
P.4.F..K..r J U ttT..
tl
AF..K.) rt lJ
T.. for all i¡ andrJ
n
i












The first constraint is automatically satisfied by the calculation of
numbers of trips frono the trip production data, whil-e the second
constraint is satisfied by a procedure of iterative multiplication
using trip attraction factors.
3.L.2 Categorization of trips
The BPR recommends that trips be categorízed by purpose: this
study examíned trips of only one purpose viz. home-based work trips.
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The B.P.R. also recommends that trips be separated into:
(a) Internal trips: with both ends in the study area;
(b) External trips: with one end in the study area and one
end outside the study areai or
(c) Through trips: with neither end in the study area.
In this work, only trips internal Èo the Adelaide Statistical Division
were considered. This included 99% of the 299000 trips that originated
in the study zone and 99% of the trips that ended in the study zone.
3.1. 3 Data
The BPR model required matrices of
(i) observed trips and
Gi) travel times between zones.
Whereas the BPR suggests an origj-n-destination sample survey as the
source of trip data. this work used census data.
Terminal times and inter-zonal travel times were calculated in
the manner suggested by the BPR. The intra-zonal travel- times however
reguired a closer examination as discussed in section 4.2.2.
3.L.4 The Calibration Process
3.1.4.I The trip length frequency distribution.
In the BPR method a frequency distributíon of the nurnber of
trips and percentage of all trips in each one-minute increment of
travel time is cal-cufated from the table of trip numbers and the travel
times. However the travel- times used in this study were not considered
to be accurate to within one minute thus intervaÌs of two minutes
between 3 min. and 49 mín. \^Iere used with "under 3 min!' and "over 49
min" categories in atl frequency dístr:ibutions. Of Èhe observed trips
4% were under 3 min. and 0.1s" were over 49 min.
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3.L.4.2 Travel time factors.
Development of a set of travel time factors (F, ¡ ) by an
iterative process is the core of the BPR calibration process. Initially
either a set of travel time factors found to be appropriate for a
similar sized urban area are used, or alt initial travel time factors
are set to unity; the initial estimates are relatively unimportant,
although they can affect the cost of computing by changing the number
of iterations required. In this work atl initial travel time factors
were set to unity.
3.1.4.3 Calculation of predicted number of trips.
Substitution of the known values of the trip productions (P. ) '
and trip attractions (4 ) and the estimated travel time factors
( F.
I





(aII K.. = 1)rJ
I A.t F.I ti =t
produces a matrix of predicted trip numbers (T,'j ). From this are
calculated:
(i) a frequency distribution by travel time of numbers of trips
estimated by the gravity model for comparison with the
frequency distr-ibution of observed trips cal-culated as describerf
in section 3.1.4.I¡ and
(ii) a tal¡Ie of synthesized numbers of trips attracted to each
zone (4.') obtained by summing the appropriate numbers in
t
the trip matrix for comparison with the observed trip
attractions (O¡ ).
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3-L.4.4 Comparison of frequency distributions.
The BPR recommends that the predicted and actual freguency
distributions of trip numbers by travel time be compared with respecÈ
to shape and average trip length and if they do not satisfy visual
comparison or do not have average travel times within three percent
of each other, the travel time factors should be adjusted as described
in section 3.1.4.5.
In this work the BPR calibration criteria \A¡ere quantified to:
(i) for at least 8Og" of the travel" time intervals (.i.e. 20 out
of 25) the percentage of predicted trips in an interval
must ]-ie within + 0.5 percentage poinÈs of the actual
percentage of trips in that interval. Travel times were
allocated into 23 cells of 2 minut.e span between 3 and 49
minutes with a cell for over 49 minutes and a cell for under
3 minutes.
(ii) the average predicted travel time must be within 3% of the
actual value.
3.1.4.5 Adjustment of travel time factors.
l{hen the frequency distribution of synthetic trips fail"s to
match the frequency distribution of actual trips as descríbed above,
the BPR method uses the following method to adjust the travel time
factors:
The traveÌ time factor used for each value of travel time is multiplied
by the ratio of the observed percentage of trips to the currently
predicted percentage of Èrips for that travel time i'e.
F(t,n+I) = F(trn) x p(t) /q(t)
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where F (t,n+l) = travel time factor for time t to be used in the
next iteration;
F(t,n) = travel time factor for time t used in the
current iteration;
p(t) = observed percentage of trips of time t; and
S(t) = pêrcenÈage of trips of time t predicted by the
current iteration.
The adjusted. travel time factors are then plotted against
travel tíme on a log-1og scale, and a smooth curve of best fit is
drawn. A new value of travel time factor for each travel time is
taken from that Jrrtt".
This adjustment process is repeated until a set of travel
time factors is obtained which gives a frequency distribution of trips
by travel time satisfying the criteria of comparison in 3.L.4.4.
In this study the BPR's manual- curve-fitting procedure was
replaced by a segment of the computer program and the whole calibration
process was completed in a single computer run, Much time was spent
investigating the form of the curve to be fitted. Initially the
log-Iog parabolic function:
Ln (F.
t .)t = A + B Ln(d.. ) + C(Ln(d.. ))2¡J TJ
taken from the shape of the travel time factor curve presented by the
BPR (1965) for Washíngton D.C., l-955 was triecl. Vlith this function
the progranme h/as unable to satisfy the calibraticn criteria of
section 3.I.4.4.
The function suggested by Tanner (I96f)
Fi = êxÞ(-Àa. . ) /,Ì .- tt rJ
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was tested and found to be acceptable. However in describing his
model Tanner explained that the exponent b in the d.enominator is
required to describe inter-cíty trips; intra-city trips l¡¡ere generally
found to produce a value of b close to unity.
The simpler Tanner function suitable for intra-city trips:-
F¡ j = c êxp(-À*¡ )/*¡
was finally adopÈed in this work. The parameters were obtained during
caliJcration by the process described above.
3.L.4.6 Comparison of trip attracÈions.
The BPR suggests manual comparison of the predicted trip
attractions (4.') with the actual trip attractions (4, ) after thej' - t
comparison of frequency distributions has been satísfied. In this
study the criterion of comparison was quantified and includ.ed in the
computer program. It was required that at least 80ã (25 out of 31) of
the synthetic trip attractions (Aj') must J-ie within I0% of the
corresponding actual trip attractions (Aj ).
3.I.4.7 Adjustment of trip attraction val-ues.
ffhen the predicted trip attractions are not suffi.ciently close
to corresponding actual val-ues the BPR suggests manual adjustment of
each trip attraction va1ue, used in the current application of the
gravity model, by the ratio of the actual trip attraction (O¡ ) to
the predicted trip attraction (4') . For each zone j :
A( j,n+1) = A(J,N) x A, /A;
where A(j,n+l) = the trip aÈtraction value for zone j to be used
in the next iteration; and
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(j,n) = the trip attraction value for zone j used in the
current iteration.
This procedure is performed automatically by the calibration
program described in this work.
Generally only one such adjustment of trip attraction factors
is necessary to achieve agreement of trip attractions between survey
and model.
3.1.5 Adjustment Factors.
The BpR used adjustment factors (\ ¡ ) to allow for various
social- and economic conditions not related to travel- time such as
topographical barriers or congestion. Because of the stringent
requirement to quantitatively justify the use of adjustment factors
they were not used in this study.
3.1.6 Testing the Gravity Model.
The BPR recommencLs that the overall accuracy of the predicted
trip distribution produced by the gravity model be tested with the
following statistics: the mean difference, the sum of the squares of
the differences, the standard deviation, and the root-mean-square-error.
If these errors are within acceptable limits of accuracy the mod.el is
deemed to be satisfactory.
The statistics used in this work were the mean percentage err.ot I
root-mean-square-error r the differences and ratios between corresponding
numbers of trj-ps and analysis of correlation as described in Chapter 5.
3.2 THE FINAL MODEL
This section summarizes the procedure used j-n the remainder of
the study to cal-ibrate the model for various sets of trip data.





read in the travel time matrix;
read in the observed trip matrix,.
calcul-ate trip productíons (P¡ ) and trip attractions (Aj )
by totalling appropriate cells of the trip matrix;
calculate the frequency distribution of trips by traveJ--time
for 2 minute intervals of travel time between 3 and 4g minutes
(section 3.1.4.I);
calculate the observed. average travel time by summation of
number of trips by travel time for all pairs of zones;
set initial- travel time factors for all values of travel tine
to unity Csection 3.1.4.2) ¡
calculate the matrix of travel time factors (a, ¡ ) from the
ínitial table of travel time factors (step 6) or from the
travel time factor versus travel tine function (step 13);
calculate the matrix of predicted trip numbers from the Gravity
ModeL formula using the trip production values from Step 3,
the actual or adjusted trip attraction vaLues from Step 3 or
Step 17, and the current travel time factors from Step 7
(sectíon 3 .1.4. 3) ;
calculate the frequency distribution by travel time of the
predicted numbers of trips (section 3.I.4.3) and Èhe average
predicted travel time;
compare the frequency distributions of predicted and observed
trips for all travel- tímes (section 3.L.4.4). If the comparison
is satisfactory proceed dírectly to step 15. If the comparison
criteria are not satisfied proceed to step 11.
Adjust the value of the travel time factor for each interval-









L2. Fit to the data resulting from step lI a curve of the form:
F" : C.exp(-À.dK)/dK
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where FK, C, tr and d* are as defined in section 3.1.4.5¡
Replace the values from step 11 with the values of the travel
time factor, FK, defined by the equation of step 12 so that
the final set of values of F* lies on a smooÈh curvei
return to step 7 and repeat steps 7 to 13 up to four timest
or until Èhe comparison of step lO is satisfied; then proceed
to step 15;
calculate the synthetic trip attraction values (A; ) by
summing the columns of the matrix of predicted numbers of
trips (section 3.I.4.3) ¡
compare the synÈhetic and actual trip attraction values- If
the comparison criteríon of section 3.1.4.6 is satisfied
proceed directly to step 19. If the comparison criterion
ís not satisfied proceed to steP 17;
modify the actual trip attraction values for all zones as
descrit¡ed in section 3.I.4.7¡
Return to step I and repeat steps 8 to 17 up to two times or
until the comparison in step 17 is satisfied; then proceed to
step 19.
The calibration is now finishedr calculate error statistics











There are three major sets of input data:
(i) the zone definitions;
(ii) the travel time matrix; and
(iii) the work-trip matrix for each of sixteen occupational
and sex categories of trip-maker.
The following sections describe the collection and preparation
of these data.
4.T WORK-TRIP MATRICES
the I97I Australian census obtained data on the "place of work",
"place of residence", "occupation" and "sex" of each worker. Comprehensive
journey-to-work tables were compiled from this by the Australian Bureau
of Statistics (ABS).
The Adelaide Statistical Division (SD) was divided into 39I
origin zones and 322 destination zones. The boundaries of origin and
desÈination zones do not coincide, but both can be aggregated into 95 study
zones, which in turn aggregate to 31 Local Government Areas (LGAis).
At aII three levels of spatial resolution (origin/d,estination zones,
study zones, LGAIs) tables are available showing numbers of trips from
home to work cross-tabulated with the occupation, industry group, age
and sex of the workers involved.
The LGA level of spatial resolution was used in this study
because the use of 95 study zones rvould have required the manual
calculation of the unreasonable number of some 4560 values of travel
time. Also when disaggregated by occupation and by sex, many of the
elements of the journey-to-work matrices were too smaIl. Although it is
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desirable to maintain a fine leveÌ of detaiÌ, a mathematical model is
of little use if the errors inherent in the moder are larger than
the numbers being modelled. Even at the LGA lever of resolution,
many zone-to-zone numbers of trips were zero or close to zero. It was
decided to atte¡npt to model- LGA-to-LGA movements as a smaller
number of larger zones would have produced insufficient åetail.
The 3l LGArs are risted in Table 4.1 and depicted in Figure 4.1.
Table 4.2 gives the number of workers in each (ABS) occupational
category; appendix B shows the occupations which comprise each category.
As the categories of Farmers (#5), Miners (#0), Armed Servicemen (#lO)
and inadequately described (#ff¡ contained only a total of 5.5% of the
totar number of workers they were aggregated into a singre category
of "other" (#12¡. The remaining categories v/ere maintained as given.
The resulting occupational categories and numbers of workers in the
categories used in this study are given in rable 4.3. There are three
reasons for the discrepancies between the numbers in Table 4.2 and the
numbers in Table 4.3. First approximately two percent of the labour
force was unempJ-oyed and made no journey to work. Secondly, approximately
ten per cent of the answers to the question on place of work feLl into
the categories of Not Appricabre, outside study Zone or Not stated.
Finarly, the tabres incrude onì-y those employed persons who were
"usuar residents" of the dwelling in which they were enumerated,
resulting in an estimated loss of 3.3 per cent of the employed. workforce
(Austral-ian Bureau of Statistics, 1975'). The nett result of those
facts was that about sixteen percent of the Adelaide labour force was
not included in the analysis. As it is not known exactly where these
errors occllr, it was assumed. that the errors are dispersed throughout
the trip rnatrices and that no single value was significantly affected,
TABLE 4. 1:
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LOCAL GOVERNMEÌ{T AREAS IN ADELAIDE STATISTICAL
DTVI S IOf!





































































































NUMBERS OF I,JORKERS RESIDENT IN THI ADELAIDE SD,
AS GrVEN rN THE l97l CENSUS (AUST. 3UREAU 0F STATTSTTCS).






























































































OF WORKERS IN OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORIES
THIS STUDY,





































































13. TOTAL I94,848 1"00 101, 79I 100 296 ,640 100
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but deÈailed comparisons involving small numbers were avoided..
The values of zonal trip productions (representing resident
workforces) and zonal trip attractions (representing zonal ernployment.
numbers) are presented in Tabl-e 4.4 and 4.5. When analysed by zone,
by occupation and by sex, certain trends became apparent both in the
trip production figures and in the trip attraction figures.
I. the occupational categories of Professional, AdminisÈrative,
Transport, Craft and Other had high proportions of mal-es in
almost all zones; while the categories of Clerical Sales and
Service workers had larger proportions of females than of males
in most zqnesi
2. the Industrial areas of Elizabeth, Enfield, Hindmarsh,
Kensington, Port Adelaide, Thebarton and Woodville have zonal
trip attractions much larger than their respective trip
production figures. In all other zones the trip productions
exceed attractions indicating that these zones are predominantly
residential;
3. in aII occupations the Adelaide CBD provides far more jobs
than it has resident workers;
4. Occupations such as Craftsmen, in particular, dominate the
trip attraction and production figures ín the more industrial
areas of Enfiel-d and Port Adelaide whereas the occupations of
Professional and Administrative predominate in the more typically
residential- suburbs such as Burnside and lialkerville.
Forster (1975) discussed these differences in great depth.
4.2 THE TRAVEL TIME MATRIX
4.2.L Inter-zonal Driving Times
Tirnes to travel sections of the Metropolitan Adelaide Road


































TABLE 4.4: TRIP PRODUCTIONS BY Z-ONE, SEX AND 0CCUPATION
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 4.5: TRIP ATTMCTIONS BY ZONE, SEX A¡ID OCCUPATION
Sfr t. ?PCt ¿. 
^ot1¡N 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Australían Highways Department as part of the Metropolitan Adelaide
Transport Study. The road network was analysed in the manner suggested
by the BPR (1965) . AI1 najor streets \¡¡ere rnapped, numbers \^tere assigned
to the centroids of every intersection as well as to the centroids of
all districts and distances and average speed of traffic flow between
pairs of adjacent íntersections were recorded.
Centroids of the thirty-one Local Government Areas (zones)
were located by estimating the geographical centre of the built-up
area of each zone. The network node closest to each zone centroid
was used to represent that zone throughout the analysis.
The shortest route between pairs of centroids was selected
by vísual inspection of a map of the road network and zone centroids.
The drivíng tíme between each pair of zones was calcuLated by summation
of the times of travel of all the street sectíons of the sefected route.
In the cases of the outlying zones of !,fillunga, Stirling and Gaw1er
the time of travel from the zone centroid to the nearest node on the
outer l-imits of the metropolitan network was estimated by the tíme
taken to travel by road from Èhe centroid. to the node at an average
speed of forty miles per hour.
4.2.2 fntra-zonal Driving Times
Intra-zonal driving times were estimated using the method
suggested by the U.S. Bureau of Public Roads (1965), i.e. the average
driving time for: íntra-zonal trips was considered to be one half of
the mean vafue of the trips from the centroid of the zone to the
centroids of adjacent zones as shown in Fígur:e 4.2.
However a large proportion of intra-zonal journeys-to-work in
the predominant-ly rural outlying suburbs result from farmers working
at home. Thus in these rural zones an intra-zonal travel time of
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FIGURE 4.2: DETERMIMTION OF INTRA-ZONAL DRIVING TIME FOR
JfirrnvrqnsH 02)
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Figure 4.3 showing the extent of urban Adelaide in I97t clearly
indicates the zones which were either almost totally rural or were
separate urban centres and which were assigned intra-zonal travel times
of two minutes: East Torrens, Gawler, Meadows, Munno Parar Noarlunga,
SÈirJ-ing, Tea Tree GuJ-ly and !ùillunga. OnLy 36747 trips (f2s" of all
trips) were produced by these eight zones so the overall effect of
these intra-zonal travel times was small. However each of the eight
rural zones had a relatively high proportion of intra-zonal trips and
the use of these more appropriate intra-zonal travel times significantly
improved the ability of the model to rnatch the distributions of trips
from these eíght,zones.
4.2.3 Terminal Times
The time of travel between each pair of zones was calculated by
adding to the inter-zonal driving time a "terntinal- time" for each end
zone. As suggested by the U.S. Bureau of Public Roads (1965), these
terminal times were obtained as subjective estimates of the time
required to locate and secure a parking place based on the writerrs
experience. It was estimated that in the Central- Business District
approximatety five minutes would be spent searching for a parking space
and walking to the final destination, while in outlying zones a terminal
time of zero minutes was used, and intermediate values were allocated
to zones with moderate amounts of commercial activity.
Ho\Á/ever it was considered that a large proportion of those
trips recorded as intra-zonal result from people working at home; in
which case zero terminal times are appropriate. Hence terminal time
values of. zero were used for all intra-zonal travel times.
The Travel Tinre Matrix used with the Gravity Model was produced









































FIGURE 4.3: 1971 up-nnn AREA IN
RELÄTION TO Ï{Ë STLDY AREA
\ XS
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intra-zonal driving time values for afl zones and increasing the times
by appropriate terminal times.
Zone terminal times and intra-zonal driving times are shown in
Table 4.6.
4.2.4 Accuracy of Travel Times
The driving time for each section of road was quoted to the
nearest one-hundredth of a minute (22 of the average time of 30 seconds)
by the S.A. Highways Department. However, the travel time for each
secÈion was calculated from the section length using an assumed speed.
Thus it was considered improper to cLaim that all times were accurate
to within 29" as i.mplied above. Precision to one-hundredth of a minute
was maintained throughout the summation process, but the final travel
times were accepted only to the nearest minute. With travel times of
about 16 minutes thís corresponded to accuracy of 6%.
After trial- applications of the model it became apparent that
the times were not, Ín fact, accurate to the nearest minute but were
accurate to plus or minus one minute (or approximately t I2z). Thus
it was expected that the model's final prediction coulc1 be no more
accurate than to within 12% and since the model is not ]inear even
Iarger uncertainties were expected.
Perhaps more conmonly used as a measure of separation between
zones is the "generalized cost". This is a function of the time of
travel, distance and cost of travel between the zones. frt this work,
however, it was not possible to ca.l-culate the generalized cost between
zones as no data was avaifable on cost of travel between zones. AIso
sínce the time of travel data was calculated from measurements of
distance and average speed it would have been incorrect to propose a
generalized function of the two.
57.





































































































































































Thus tíme of travel was the sole variable used to represent the
separation of zones. It is believed that thís fack c¡f data may have
generated errors which further affected the final accuracy of the
model.
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5. cALIBRATION AND ASSESSMENT OF THE GRAVITY MODEL
5 . O INTRODUCTION
The Gravity Model described in chapter 3 was calibrated with
the data in chapter 4 and used to generate a predicted trip inter-
change matrix whose values were compared with the observed numbers.
The values of the various statistics which measure "goodness-of-
fit" between the predicted and actual trip matrices are presenÈèd
and their significance discussed in this chapter.
5.1 CALIBRATION OF THE GRAVITY MODEL
5.I.I Determination of Friction Factors.
Calibratipn of the gravity model involved the calculation of
the parameters c and À in the travel time factor function of
section 3. I.4 . 5.
!ùhen using data for all journeys to work the values of the
parameters were found to be C = 5'7.O and À = 0.06I min 
t (t.".
I/^ = 16 min). This produced. the relation between travel time factor
and travet time shown in Table 5.1 and Figure 5.I. It will be seen
that the travel time factors obtained in 1960 from New Orleans (pop.
= 627,000), when multiplied by a constant factor to eguate the
values at 8.0 míns, are similar to those obtaíned for Adelaide in 197I
while those obtained for Sioux Falls (pop. = 65000) in 1960 differ.
As Adelaid.e in 197I had a population of 843000 the similarity of
travel time factors between Adelaide and New Orleans confirms the
suggestion of the Bureau of PubIic Roads (1965) that cities with
populations of simiLar size would have similar relations between
travel time factors and travel time.
5.L.2 Frequency Distrj.bution of Trips by Travel Tíme.
Using the parameters C and À obtained above the means and
standard deviatj-ons of the predicted and observecl trip times were:-
60.




Work-Trip Travel Time Factors
Adelaide I97I New Orleans 1960 Sioux Falls 1960
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TRAVEL-TIME (MIru)
TRAVEL-TIIIE FACTORS ADJUSTED TO CS4IþN
VALUES AT B MINUTES
62.
Mean Std. Dev.
observed 16. 6 min
16.2 min
9.19 min
predicted 9. 10 min
In 20 of the 25 intervals of travel time the percentqge of
predicted trips was within 10.5 of the observed percentage (i.e. for
the total of. 296639 trips, the predicted ñumber of trips in each of
20 intervals was within 1483 trips of the corresponding observed
number) . The largest difference \^/as in the interval 13-15 min where
the dífference was 3365 trips (observed = 2L623 tripsr Predicted, =
24988 trips) or,1.13å of all trips. Table 5.2and Figure 5.2 show tire
distributions by travel time of the observed and predicted trips.
5.2 STATISTICS FOR GOODNESS-OF-FIT
5. 2.1 Single Parameter Statistics.
The goodness-of-fif obtained between the predicted and
observed trip data was indicated by the following statistics (as
defined in Appendix B):
Root-mean-square error 222 triPs
Mean percentage error I00å
Nurnber of trips 296640 triPs.
The root-mean-square error suggested that there was an
"average" error o1. 222 trips in each predicted trip movement. With
96I trip movements and 296640 trips the average movement was 309 trips.
Thus the root-mean-square error was 72% of the average movement.
The mean percentage error of 100e¿ suggested that the predicted
number of trips for any pair of zones could. have been anywhere between
zero and twice the observed number of trips. However this statistic
was markedly affected by sma1l observed values of which there are many:
63.
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FIGURE 5.2: ACTUAL AND PREDICTED TRIP LENGTH
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR ALL TRIPS.
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for example a preclicted value of five trips with an observed value of
one gives a 400s" error.
5.2.2 Analysis of Correlation.
A regression analysis was performed to establish the relation
between the predícted numbers of trips and the observed numbers of
trips as plotted in Fig. 5.3.x Ideally the line of best fit should be
Y = X i.e. a slope of +1.0 and passing through the orígin. The
coefficient of correlation as defined in eppendix B measures the
spread of points about the line-of-best-fit, and if the line-of-best-
fit is very close to Y = X it measures the spread of points about
the line Y = X' and can be used as a measure of the acceptability
of the model.
* It should be noted. that Fig. 5.3 and all subsequent graphs were
generated by computer using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences
(SPSS) and involve a simpl-istic method of representation. An asterisk
indicates a single point whilst a numeric digiÈ indicates the occurrence
of that number of points at that print position. Where more than
9 points occur at the one print position the digit 9 is shown. The
overall- picture gj-ven by the graph is dístorted in that huge clusÈer
of points near the origin is insufficiently indicated and the
significance of the few high values is artificíally enhanced.
!OO.C0 tCCc.00 !00o.âO .2C0.O0 t.0O.O0 ¡3O0.tO ?i00.00 !C00.00 10100¡00 11t00.00
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FIGURE 5.3: TOTAL NUMBERS OF TRIPS
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The goodness-of-fit is hence measured by three parameters:
(i) the proximity of the slope to unity;
(ii) the proximity of the intercept on either axis to zeroî
and (íii) the proximity of the coefficient of correlatíon to unity.
The eguation of the line of best fit in Fig. 5.3 was:
Y = -0.15 + I.000 X Í,or 0 < X < 1200 trips.
i.e. the slope was unity (perfect agreement) and the error of intercept
was insignificant in relation to the average number (300) of trips
between zones.
The coefficient-of-correlation (R) was found to be O.972, and
thus g4.5e" (R2) of the variation in numbers of observed trips
between zones could be replicated by the model. This high correlation
coefficient in conjunction with the satisfactory values of the
regression coefficients above indicate very close agreement. The
standard error of the estimate (deviatíon from the line of best fit)
was found to be 218 trips.
Confidence limits on predictions can be determined if the error
terms are normally distributed and independent of the magnitude of
the prediction. Cl-early the error term in figure 5.3 increases as the
numbers of trips increase.
The same data was replotted ín Figure 5.4 with both scales
showing the sguare roots of the nu¡nbers involved.: the spread about
the line-of-best-fit is much more nearly independent of the magnitude
of the variables and can reasonably be taken as uniformly and normally
distríbuted.
The equation of the line of best fit in figure 5.4 was
/v = -o.84 + r.o2/x for o < t/x < L2o
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with a coefficient of correlation R = 0.976 (R2 = 0.953) and a
standard error of estimate (sEE of /vl of 3-Oo. As before the
intercept is very small and the slope is close to unity.
The upper and lower 95% confidence fimits for /V can be
expressed as
/v=a.+B/x!2e
where: Y = predicted number of trips
X = observed number of trips
A = -O .84 =-the intercept on /v when /x = O
B = 1.O2 = the slope of the line
e = 3.OO = the standard error of the estimate.
Thus the equation in Èhe X,Y space of the upper limit is:
y = B2x + 2B(A+2e) /x + (a+ze)2
and the lower fimit is:
IO






LB2x + 2s(e-2e) /x + (A-2e)2 otherwise
0 if x<45





These confidence limits are plotted in figure 5.3 and shown in
Table 5.3.
The value of R2 = O.953 indicates that 95e" of the variation
in the observed numbers of trips has been replicated by the model:
an extremely high correlation.
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observed number of triPs
























* There is 95å confidence that the observed number of trips will be
between these limits.
7r-
5.3 INVESTIGATION OF SIGNIFICANT DISCREPANCIES
T\^/o matrices, one of the ratios of predictecl to observed
numbers of trips, and the other of the differences between predicted
and observed numbers were obtained afÈer calibration of the model as
shown in Appendix C. IdeaIIy all ratios should be 1-0: the
majority lay between 0.5 and 3.0 but extreme values of.23 and 0.I
were obtained. Ideally aII differences should. be zero and many'vtere
small with extreme val-ues of -25LL and +1731 being obtained-
These statistics are misleading because the large ratio of
23 resulted from a difference of onLy 22 trips and the large error
of -2550 tripp represented only 32% of the observed number of
777A trips. The movements which had large errors with both of these
statistics \^Iere identified.
OnIy three out of the 96I movements were found to have ratios less
than 0.3 and differences Iess than -200, or ratios greater than 3.0 and
crr-rrerences greater than 2OO trips. The nu¡nloers of intra-zonal trips in
East Torrens and Stirling were under-estimated and the number of trips
from Noarlunga to Burnside was over-estimated as shown in Table 5.4.
Furthermore only thirty movements were found to have ratios
Iess than 0.5 and differences fess than -I00 trips, or ratios
greater than 2.O and differences greater than I00 trips. Thus 931
movements out of 961 were reproduced to within tI00 trips and a
factor of 2.O. These 931 movements contained 287188 trips or
97% of all trips.
Detaits of the poorly predicted movements are shown in Table
5.4: twenty-one of the thirty movements have one end in the developing
fringe suburbs. Forster (l-975) has commented that gravit-y mcdels can
satisfactorily represent the travel behaviour of workers from wel-I-
72.
TABLE 5.4: SIGNIFICANT ERROR LOCATI0)lS - absolute difference more

















































































































































































































established areas, but aTe less satisfactory for trips to or from
areas of rapidly changing population.
5.4 MAJOR MOVEMENTS
Dividing the total number of trips Q96639) by the total
number of movements (961) the average number of trips per movement
lvas 309. Attention was therefore concentrated on movements with
observed numbers of trips greater than thirty (10% of the average).
There were 52I such movements involving 290300 or 99% of all trips.
The mean percentage error (predicted-observed) * observed from these
movements was found to be 37% which was considered to be more realistic
than the 100s" quoted in section 5.2.L.
Further examination showed that about 191000 trips or 65? of
atl trips were involved in movements having more than 1000 trips of
which there were 63. The mean percentage error in prediction of
these movements was 23%. Of these 63 movements 16 were intra-zonal
(shown in Fíg. 5.5) and the remainder were inter-zonaI, 22 beinq lo
the CBD (shown in Fíg. 5.6) and 25 to other zones (also shown in Fig.
s.s) .
Significant intra-zonal movements are shown in Tabl-e 5.5:
major discrepancies between predicted and observed values were
Marion (+37%), Adelaide (+Zgz), Port Adelaide (-22e") and Unley (-422) .
The average percentage error in the remaining twelve movements \^Ias
less than 20?. The intra-zonal movements are however of little
planning significance of the regional level as they are generally
short, local and diffuse.
The major: inter-zon"I ^oo.*-.nts are fisted in 
Table 5.6 (non-
CBD trips) and ta¡fe 5.7 (trips to CBD) in order of decreasing
74.











trips to the CBD
major radial
arterial
FIGURE 5.6: ["1AJ0R RADIAL ARTERIAL
ROADS
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TABLE 5.5: MAJSR INTRA-ZgNAL MSVEMENTS (UOqE THAN 1000 TRIPS)
Zone Intra-zonal triPs


































































































TABLE 5.6: MAJ3R INTER-ZgNAL MoVEMENTS ( MSRE THAN 1000 TRIPS).
Trip ends
Number of trips

















































































































































































































































































































2772 1586 -rl_86 -43
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percentage error of estimation. The maximum percentage errors were
683 high (Thebarton-Adelaide) and 56È low (Munno Para - Salisbury)
but the average percentage error was only 25%. The largest absolute
difference between predicted and observed \^/as the 1827 trips error
in the Burnside-Adelaide prediction. Predicted nuribers u/ere generally
within a few hundred of the observed.
As well as showing the major zone-to-CBD movements Fig. 5-6
shows a schematic Arouping of all zones into eíght areas which are
served by major arterial roads. These eight roads and the numbers
of trips that might be made on them (both observed and predicted) are
shown ín Table 5.8. The average percentage error of prediction was
188, underestimates being obtaíned for trips from the South, South-
!,rest, lrlest, East and South-east and over-estimates from the North-west,
North and North-east.
5.5 SUMMARY
This chapter examined the performance of the gravity model
developed in chapter 3 when applied to the aggregated. data on Adelaide
work-trips described in chapter 4.
Sectíon 5.1.1 presented the parameters of the friction factor
function determined during calibration of the model with all trips
to work: C : 57 and L/^ = 16 minutes.
The resulting travel time factor function hlas appropriately
simitar to functions determined for two other cities.
In section 5.I.2 it was noted that the frequency distribution
of predicteC trips by travel time closely matched that of the observed
trips. However that \^ras a necessary result- of the calibration
procedure and serves only to show that the method. of cal-ibration does
converge towards the observed distribution of trips.
80.
TABLE 5.8: MAJOR RADIAL ARTERIAL ROADS AND TRIPS TO THI CBD.
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In section 5.2.2 the tine-of-best-fit between predicted and
observed numbers of trips was determined to be Y = X, then the
coefficient of correlation was calculated to be R = O.972. Thus
95s of the variation between observed numbers of trips could be
accounted for by the gravity model. It was also shown that a predicted
number of trips can be expected to be accurate to within approximaÈely
fifteen times its square root.
Section 5.3 showed that ninety-seven per cent of the individual
movements (involving 972 of all trips) Ì^/ere reproduced to within either
100 trips or a factor of two, and that most of the remaining three
per cent of trips were made to or from outer zones.
Section 5.4 investigated the prediction of significant movements.
Ninety-nine per cent of aII trips were involved in movements of more
than 30 trips. These movements were modelled to within 37s" (mean
percentage error). Furthermore some 65% of trips were involved in 63
movements of more than 10OO trips and these were modelled to within
23e".
82.
6. MODELLING SEPARATE CATEGORIES OF WORKER
6.0 INTRODUCTION
In Èhe prevíous chapter the effectiveness of the gravity
model and its calibration process in synthesizing the observed
distribution of total work-trips \¡¡as discussed. No model of toÈal
work-trip numbers can do more than model the "average" \^Torkerrs Èrip
to work. As reported in section 2.4, wotkers in different
occupations and different sexes can have very different distributions
of trips. Hathaway (1975) suggested that separate modelling of work-
trips in each of several categories and subsequent additions should
produce a more accurate over-all model.
As described in section 4.I the data on observed distribution
of work-tríps in Adelaide was separated into categories at three
dífferent levels of disaggregation:
1. by SEX - MALE trips were separated from all FEMALE trips
i.e. two categoriesi
2. by OCC - AlI trips were divided into the eight categories of
occupation described in section 4.1 producing eight
separate tríp matrices; and
3. by SEX & OCC - the eight occupational trip matrices were
further subdivided into MALE and FEMALE trips,
producíng sixteen distinct trip matrices.
The Gravity Model was calibrated 27 times, once for each
category given above. The abilíty of the model- to reproduce the
particular trip distribution of each category \^/as tested as in chapter
5 using the coefficient of correlation, between the square roots of
predicted and observed numbers of trips.
83.
The predicted numbers of trips between zones from each of
these 27 caLibrations were aggregated over sex' occupation and both
sex and occupation to produce three additional predictions of the
total nurnber of trips between each pair of zones. The accuracy of
each of these predictions was compared to the accuracy of the prediction
from chapter 5 using the statistics of chapter 5.
6.1 CALIBRATION FOR EACH CATEGORY
6.1.1 Calibration Parameters
When the gravíty model was calibrated with the data for each
category of trip-maker, Èhe values shown in Table 6.1 were obtained
for the parameters c and l,/À(min) - The reciprocal of À was
preferred for comparison purposes as it has the units of minutes and
is some measure of the propensity of the trip-makers to travel longer
journeys.
The values of parameters varied from C = 1260, I/x = 5 min
for the smaLl number of female transport workers whose trips were
mainly intra-zonal to C = 34 and I/^ = 28 min for male professional
h¡orkers whose trips lvere more evenly spread between all zones. Table
6.2 and Figure 6.I show how markeCly different these two extreme
friction factor functions are.
6.L.2 Analysis of Correlation
Analysis of correlation between observed and predicted numbers
of trips was based on the square roots of numbers of trips as discussed
ín section 5.2.2.
Statistics of correlation for the 27 categories are presented
in Tables 6.3 to 6.5; Figures 6.2 and 6.3 are typical graphs of the
relationship between the square roots of predicted and observed
84
TABLE 6.1: CALIBRATION PARAMETERS FOR DIFFERENT CATEGORIES OF
TRI P-MAKER.
















































37 7 275 19
L2 83 t6
46 10 110 L4
56 5 L260 L7





L2. Other 180 15
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* Note: the val-ue of the parameter C has no effect on the trip
distribution (since it occurs in the numerator and denominator
of the trip distribution function) but that it is an essential
part of the calibration process is obvj.ous from the wide range
of values.
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FIGURE 6.1: EXTREME FRICTI0N FACTOR FUNCTIONS.
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TABLE 6.3: STATISTICS 0F C0RRELATION 0F SQUARE R00TS 0F NUMBERS
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TABLE 6.4: STATISTICS OF CORRELATION OF SQUARE ROOTS OF NUMBERS
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TABLE 6.5: STATISTICS OF CORRELATION OF SQUARE ROOTS OF NUMBERS
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numbers of trips. The clustering of poínts around the line /V = /X
shown in these graphs occurred in aII 2'7 categories.
The line-of-best-fit was calculated. for each category and
in aII cases the intercept was very close to zero and the slope of
the line \^ras very close to I.0: Values of the slope are shown in
Tables 6.3 - 6.5. Apart from the categories; female administrative
(slope = 0.931), female transport (0.901) r ênd female other (0.912);
the slope varies between O.975 and 1.O2L, i.e. the central estimate
of the observed vaLue lies withLn 2.5% of the predicted value,
whatever the magnitude. Hence proximity to the line of best fit
represents proximity to the line /y = /X with little error in all
categories.
The coefficient of correlation (n) ís very close to unity
for all categories except those containing smal.I numbers of workers,
viz. female transport/communícation 2082 tríps, female administrative
2850 trips, female other 2O8O trips and male othex 7242 trips. These
categories have coefficients of correlation as low as R = 0.89 but
in the overall planning context these are of small importance. In
general higher coefficients of correlation were obtained for categories
with larger numbers of triPs.
The standard error of the estimate of /y (se), which is a
measure of the size of the variation from the line of best fit due
to random errors inherent in any modelling process, varied between
0.74 and I.I9 in all categoríes except those with very large or very
small total numbers of trips. For the large categories the standard
error was higher than average and the small categories all had low
standard errors - Table 6.6.
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TABLE 6.6: STANDARD ERROR VALUES FOR VERY SMALL AND VERY LARGE
CATEGORI ES .
I














































The values in Table 6.6 show that the coefficient of
correlation varies with the síze oÍ. the standard error relative to
the range of values of the ordinate (maximum /V value). Although
very small standard errors (about 0.59) were obtained for the
categories with very few trips (female admin., female transport and
female other) the correlation coefficients were lower than average
(about R = O.9l) because the range of the ordinate \^/as very small
in each case. On the other hand the larger categories of male
craftsmen, aII female, aIÌ craftsmen, all male and all workers had
higher coefficients (about R = 0.98) and the standard errors were
Iower relative to the maximum /y values.
The 95% confidence limits of predicÈion calculated as described
in section 5.2.2 for typical categories are given in Table 6.7. It
is apparent that the range of confidence when expressed as a percentage
of the central estimate decreases as that estimate increases. As
movements of more than ]OOO trips \^/ere considered significant, the
confidence ranges on predictions of that order (X = 900 was used for
case of calculation) were presented in Table 6.7. The male professional'
femafe clerical, female sales and all administrative categories, which
all have typícal numbers of trips, all have 95% confidence ranges
within !168 at X = 9OO trips. The male craftsmen category which
at 93900 trips is by far the largest single category achieved a
confidence range of !212. Thus for each cateogry there r¡tas a
significant improvement in predictive accuracy (at X = 900 trips)
over the +42e" from modelling aII workers.
6.2 FOUR PRTDICTED TRIP DISTRIBUTIONS
The predicted numbers of trips \¡¡ere aggregated over the t\¡/o
sexes, the eight occupational categories and the sixteen sex/occupation
TABLE 6.7: 95% CONFIDENCE LIMITS 0F PREDICTI0N FOR SOME TYPICAL CATEG0RIES.
95% Confidence li¡nits of prediction 95% Conf. ranqe



































































categoríes to produce three additional (i.e. additional to the
prediction obtained by calibrating the model for all workers)
predictions of the total nurber of trips between each pair of zones.
The accuracy of the four predictions \^¡as compared using the
analysis of correlation between square roots of numbers of trips
described. in section 5.2.2.
Graphical presentations of the relationship between the square
roots of the predicted and observed numbers of trips are given in
Figs. 6.4 lo 6.7. Table 6"8 contains a surnmary of the statistics of
correlation obtained from these graphs.
It can bu s""n from Table 6.8 that each of the predictions had
a line of best fit with a slope very close to 1.0 and intercept not
significantly different from zero. The slope for each of the three
predictions from disaggregated data vfas closer to 1.0 than for the
prediction from fully aggregated data, indicating some improvement in
accuracy.
As discussed in section 5.2.2 the proximity of the coefficient
of correlation to uníty, given by the value of (1-R), is a comparative
measure of goodness-of-fit. It can be seen from Tabl-e 6.8 that
disaggregating data by sex and by occupation caused a 12% decrease in
the value of l-R from the fulty aggregated prediction. This decrease
comprised a 16% decrease due to disaggregation by occupaÈion and a
4% increase due to disaggregation by sex. Thus a signíficant increase
in accuracy resulted when data for workers in different occupations
were modelled separately, and a l-ess significant decrease in accuracy
resulted when data for male and fema]e workers were modelled separately.
The 95e" confídence limits of predíction at x = 900 trips
indicate that disaggregation by sex (143%) decreases accuracy slightly
.-
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TABLE 6.8: STATISTICS OF CORRELATION FOR SQUARE ROOTS OF NUMBERS









































R is the coefficient of correLation.
A is the intercept at /x=O of the line of best fit-
B is the slope of the Iine of best fit beÈween /v and /x-
The standard error of the estimate can be used to calculate
confidence intervafs for the predicted values /x since
the points are normally dístributed about the line /y = /x-
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whíIe disaggregation by occupation (138U) or by sex and occupation
(t4O%) increases accuracy sJ-ightly from the original value of !42e"'
6.3 MAJOR MOVTMENTS
The accuracy of the four predictions in nodelling the significant
movements (more than IO00 trips) of section 5.4 I/\tas compared using the
mean-percentage error. For each prediction the mean percentage errors
ín estimation of the significant intra-zonal, inter-zonal to CBD and
inter-zonal non-CBD movements are given in Table 6.9. These values
show that disaggregatíng data by occupaÈion improved accuracy of
estímation of inter-zc¿naL movements but decreased that of intra-zonaL
movements, disaggregating data by sex decreased the accuracy of
estimatíon of aII three types of significant movement and disaggregating
data by sex and occupation decreased the accuracy of estimation of
intra-zonaf movements but increased the accuracy for inter-zonal- move-
ments (both CBD and non-CBD).
Tables 6.10 - 6.L2 whích give the mean percentage errors for
each of the four predictions of the 63 movements, show that in general
disaggregating data by sex decreases accuracy of estimation slightly
while dísaggregating data by occupation or by sex and occupation
increases the accuracy of estimation.
6.4 SUfvlMARY
This chapter has examined the accuracy of prediction achieved
by the gravity model when applied to data disaggregated by sex and
occupation.
section 6.1 showed that the model is sensitive to changes in
the observed distribution of trips (i.e. between categories), The
parameters of the friction factor function varied between I/\ -- 5 minutes
103.
TABLE 6.9: ANALYSIS OF MEAN PERCENTAGE ERROR OF PREDICTION OF
SIGNIFICANT MOVEMENTS (t'lOnE THAN 1000 OBSERVED TRIPS).
Type of movement Level of disaggregation of data










AII movements 23 25 2L 22
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-49 L946 -30 1831 -34
-37 4340 -25 4181 -28
+L2 5044 +13 4906 +I0


















-29 L627 -16 1549 -20
+6 2340 +16 2307 +15
-38 5848 -25 5480 -30
-24 62L8 -10 5992 -L4
-32 L329 -19 LI75 -29
+26 2584 +23 2543 +2L
+59 2485 +44 2370 +38
+10 2936 +10 2899 +8
+23 I47I +20 L442 +L7
+1 4322 +1 4066 -5
-20 3280 -13 3090 -18
+65 1413 +4L 1410 +40
o 5642 +4 5520 +2
631r +8 +5 6253 +B 5870 +1
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TABLE 6.12 MAJOR INTER-ZONAL MOVEMENTS (OTHER THAN T0 CBD)
(uonE THAN looo oBSERVED TRIPS).
Zones Obs
trips











































































































































































































































































and L/x = 28 minutes.
Sectíon 6.L.2 examíned the correl-ation between predicted and
obsefved values on the basis of the square roots of numbers of trips.
Proximity to the líne-of-best-fit closely represented proximity to
the line t/y = /x in almost every category as the line-of-best-fit
r+as within 2.5% of the line /y = /X in every category except three
with small numbers of trips. For those categories with line-of-best-
fít equal to /v = /x the coefficient of coïrelation varied between
R = 0.948 and R = 0.978 and the standard error between 0.7 and 3.0.
The 95% confidence limits of prediction were typically t16e"
for a predicted value of 900 trips. However the larger categories
such as male craftsmen and aII workers achieved less accuracy (!272
and !42% respectively) at that value. The confidence limits become
a smaller percentage of the central estimate as that estimate increases
which indicates that the model is able to predict larger movements
more satisfactoril-y than smaller movements.
Sections 6.2 anð.6.3 examined the accuracy of the four total
predíctions obtained by summing the predictions from the separate
categories. It was established that the line-of-best-fit between
square roots of predicted and observed numbers of trips r^/as very close
to /y = /x for each of the predictions, and that the correlation
coefficient was a legitimate statistic of goodness-of-fit.
The proximity to uniÈy of the coefficient of correlation was
shown to have increased by 16% as a result of separately modelling
data for workers in differenÈ occupations, and to have d.ecreased by
4s" due to separately modelling male and female workers. Similarly the
mean peïcentage error in "estimation of significant movemenl-S" v/ent
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from 232 for a single application of the model to 258 for separate
modelling of male and female workersr and to 218 for separate modelling
of the different occupational categories.
The 95å confidence limits of prediction at X = 900 trips
(i.e. the maximum error of prediction for 65% of trips) also indicated
a slight decrease in accuracy due to dísaggregation by sex (from +42å
to +43e") and slight increases due to disaggregation by occupatíon
(1388) or by occupation and sex (140%).
r09.
7, coNcLUSIONS
7 .1 THE LITERATURE
The conventional process for analysis of transport was described
Ín chapter 1. In this Process the relation between travel and the
factors that affect it is quanÈified using computer-based mathematical
modelling
From the Literature reviewed in chapËer 2 it was established
that gravity models of various forms have been successful in providing
that guantification in many citíes throughout the world. The gravity
model , of which v'Iilson (L967) provided a derivation, infers that
movement between two zones is proportional to the sizes of the zones
and inversely proportional to some function of their separation.
Investigation showed that the many different models discussed
in chapter 2 were generally reduceabLe to that simple premise. However
there have been many interesting variations to the basic model intended
to increase the leve1 of detaíl at which travel- behaviour could be
predicted.
For instance Edens (1970) used different functions of
separation for zones of different accessibility, and showed that the
function of separation used in any conventional gravity model was an
area-wide average. Vlhilst the use of such a family of functions h/as
beyond the scope of this study it was recognized that by using an
area-wide average function some inaccuracy of prediction was likely
to result, especially in outer zones where accessibilities are much
lower than average. This and other variations to the basic mocfel were
rejected in the interest of maintaining simplicity.
7.2 DATA
Another cause of modelling inaccuracy was the choice of zones.
As explained in chapter 4 the choice of zone system was restricted
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by the availabitity of data, the ability to handle large amounts of
data, the travel time data avaitable and the smallness of the
nuÍibers of trips. Beardwood and Kirby (1975) claimed that data is
"compressible" within the gravity rnodel i.e. that the level of zonal
aggregation does not affect the accuracy of prediction. However
their cl-aim reguired that the travel-times be "suitably averagedrr-
By aggregating data to zones as large as those used in this
study, the travel times used $/ere forced to represent wider ranges
of travel times, thus introducing inaccuracy into the modelling.
Beardwood and Kirby (1975) also clailned that data is
t'excludabl-e" i.'e. omitting all trips to or from a zone does not
affect the predictions of the model. This implied that the treatment
of a study aïea as a closed system involved no error. However most
authors recognized that small errors result from the omission of al.I
trips not completely contained within the study area-
In addition to being average values the travel-times used \¡/ere
not entírely appropriate for use with work-trips as the Bureau of
Public Roads (1965) recommendation that off-peak times be used \"Ias
followed in this study. Most journeys to work occur during the
morning peak hour \n/hen congestion in some areas can severely increase
some travel-times. However only off-peak travef-time daÈa was
available since the S.A. Highways Department uses a planning package
which uses off-peak travel times and automatically allows for peak-
hour congestion. while this lack of data Ís recognized it is
difficutt to estimate the error involved and the resulting lack of
accuracy of the model.
Another inadequacy of the available data was the refative sizes
of the Local Government Areas rvhich vrere used as zones in this study.
I1I.
The zones varied widely in spatial area (figure 4.I) and the size
of resident workforce varied from 1200 in Col. Light Gardens to
28OOO in Enfield (ra¡te 4.4). IdeaIIy zones for use in a predictive
model should be similar in either area or population but this is
not always possible in a developing centralized city such as Adelaide.
similarly the division of data into occupational categories
was very uneven with the male craftsmen category including 94000
workers and the female Èransport category including only 2000 vrorkers.
Ideally occupations should be grouped to give similar sized categories.
7.3 THE MODTL
Although the model used in this study v/as able to predict
trip movements with reasonable accuracy, the calibration procedure
was not as sensitive as it might have been.
The use of the trip length frequency distribution as a
statistic to be matched is the main area of concern. IÈ was apparent
from the intermediate results of the calibraÈion process (appendix C)
that the cafibration parameters converged quickly towards the final
values, and that the several iterations required to match the trip
length frequency distribution often caused only very small changes
in the values of the parameters and in the individual predicted
movements. The difficulty arises because of the large number of
degrees of freedom invofved in predicting the 96I movements of this
study compared to the small number of degrees of freedom involved in
matching Line 25 intervals of the trip length frequency distributions.
There are many trip distributions that have the same trip length
frequency distribution given a fixed travel-time matTix-
Thus the calibration process does not generally force the
predicted distribution much closer to the observed distribution once
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the basic shape of the deterrence functíon has been established,
but conversely the process does establish the basic shape of the
deterrence function very quickly.
To cause large changes to the predicted trip distribution
it would be necessary to use a statistic with many more degrees of
freedom such as a trip length freguency distribution with intervals
of one-half minutes instead of two minutes. The use of intervals of
one-minute was investigated but it was found that the trip lengÈh
frequency distribution exhibited an unacceptable irregular "saw-tooth"
shape due to the limited accuracy of the available data on travel
times
7.4 THE RESULTS
In chapter 5 it was shown that:
(i) Common statistics such as mean percentage error and root-mean
-sguare-error give a misleading impression of goodness-of-fit;
(ii) Linear correlation and regression analyses, including
confidence limits of prediction based on standard errors, gave a
much more real-istic assessment of accuracyi and
(iii) Graphical presentation was useful in demonstrating goodness-
of-fit.
Considering all journeys to work, about 65% of all trips
were involved in 63 movements containíng more than 1000 trips. The
mean percentage error ín prediction of these movemenÈs was 23% but
more importantly the 95å confídence Limits on Èhe prèdiction of
these 63 movements was less than +42% and, this figure decreased
rapidly as the vaLue of the prediction increased (e.9. at X = 5000
trips the confidence range is 1232).
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It was concluded that since: (i) the accuracy of the travel
times is probably no better than 12%; (ii) an area-\^tide average
cleterrence function was used; (iii) external trips were omitted;
(iv) off-peak travel times were used to represent peak-hour trips;
and (v) the size of the zones varied widely; the performance of the
model is predicting 95% of movements to within fifteen times their
square root is satisfactory.
Many of the significant errors in prediction occurred with
movements to or from outer zones due probably to the mixture of urban
and rural travel behaviour wíthin the same zones.
In chapter 6 it was shown that the 95% confid,ence limits of
prediction at X = 900 trips were within tl6% for almost every category
of worker. only the larger categories had wider confidence ranges.
Hence it was concluded that there can be reasonable confidence in any
predíction over about 900 trips from application of the model used
in this study to any of the 27 categories of worker.
In section 6.3 it was shown that a smal-l but significant
increase in accuracy could be achieved by separate modelling of trips
by workers ín different occupations, but that separate modelling of
male and female workers produced slightly less accurate predictíons.
The result of separating data by sex and occupation \¡¡as to increase
the accuracy slightly less than for separate modelling of the
occupational categories.
The increase in accuracy from dj-saggregation of data by
occupation \^ras expected since worker:s in any one occupation were
expected to behave more like each other than like any other workers.
The only explanation offered for the decrease in accuracy due to
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dísaggregation by sex is the interdepend,ence of the two sexes due
to marriage, cohabitation and the restriction of the freedom of
choice of at least one spouse wíth regard to location of employment.
It was concluded that, for general planning purposes, the
improvement in predictive accuracy from disaggregation of data by
occupation is not worth the extra time and com,outing costs involved.
The same may not be true of oÈher socio-economic variables such as
car ownership, income age etc. - there is scope for further research.
However iÈ is probable that the inherent errors discussed earlier
masked the real effect of the additional variables.
!{hen ap¡jlied to the overall trip data the model achieved an
accuracy of prediction sufficient for general planning purposes
(!23% at 5000 trips). By paying slightly more attenÈion to accuracy
of input data (particularly travel-times) the accuracy of pred.iction
obtainable with this model could probably be increased. There could
be real confidence in the model as a planning tool. Expected changes
in trip distribution over short time periods could be confidently
predicted provided origin, destination and travel-time information
was available for the design year.
I15.
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APPENDIX A: CLASSIFICATION OF OCCUPATIONS
(1) PROFESSIONA],, TECHNICAL AND RELATED IIORKERS:
Architects, Engineers and Surveyors, Professional;
Chemists, Physicists, Geologists and Other Physical Scientists;
Biologists, Veterinarians, Agronomists and Related Scientists;
Medical Practitioners and Dentists;
Nurses, including Probationers or, lTraineesi
Professional Medical frlorkers, n.e.c. i
Teachers;
Clergy and Related Members of Religious Orders;
Law Professionals;
Artists, Entertainers, Writers and Related Vùorkers;
Draftsmen and Techniciansr f,.€.c. ì.
Other Professional, Technical and Related Workers.
(2) ADMINISTRATIVE, EXECUTTVE AND MANAGERIAL VùORKERS:
Administrative ana u*e"rrtive officials, Government, n.e.c. i








fnsurance, Real Estate Salesmen, Auctioneers and Valuersi
Commercial Travellers and Manufacturers Agents;
Proprietors and Shopkeepers, Vlorkers on Own Account, n.e.c. ¡
Status O, Retail and lfholesale Trade, Salesmen, Shop Assistants
and Related Vlorkers.
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(5) FARMERS, FISHERMEN, HUNTERS, TIMBER GETTERS AND REI,ATED WORI(ERS:
Farmers and Farm Managers;
Farm Workers, includíng Farm Foremen;
lVool Classers i
Hunters and Trappers;
Fishermen and Related llorkers;
Timber Getters and Other Forestry !'torkers
(6) IvIINERS, QUARRYMEN AND RELATED ITIORKERS:
Miners, Mineral Prospectors and Quarrymen;
hleIl Drillers. Oil, Water and Related Workers;
Mineral Trsaters.
(7) WORKERS IN TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATION:
Deck and Engineer Officers, Ship, not Services;
Deck and Engíne Room Hands, Ship and Boatmen, not Services;
Aircraft Pilots, Navigators and Flight Engineers, not Services;
Drivers and Fíremen, Rail Transport;
Drivers, Road Transport;
Guards and Conductors, Railway;
Inspectors, Supervisors, Traffic Controllers and Despatchers,
Transportt
Telephone, Telegraph and Related Telecommunication Operators;
Postmasters, Postmen and Messengersi
I{orkers in Transport and Communication, n.e.c..
(8) TRADESMEN, PRODUCTION-PROCESS WORKERS AND LABOURERS, N.E.C.:
Spinners, Weavers, Knitters, Dyer-s and Related Workers;
Tailors, Cutters, Furriers and Rel-ated lVorkers;
Leather Cutters, Lasters, Sewers (except Gloves and Garments)
and Related Workers;
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Furnacemen, Ro1lers, Drawers, Moulders and Related Metal Making
and Treating l{orkers;
Precision Instrument Makers, Watchmakers, Jewellers and Related
Workers;
Toolmakers, Metal Machinists, Mechanics, Plurnbers and Related
Metal Workers;
Electricians and Related Electrical and Electronic workers;
I'tetal V'torkers, Metal and Electrical Production-Process Ìforkers,
n.e.c. i
Carpenters, Woodworking Machinists, Ca-binetmakers and Related
!{orkers, Páinters and Decorators;
Bricklayers , Plasterers and Construction lrlorkers , n. e. c. ;
Compositors, Printing Machinists, Engravers, Bookbinders and
Related lrTorkers;
Potters, Kilnmen, Glass and CIay Formers and Related V'Iorkers;
Millers, Bakers, Butchers, Brewers and Related Food and Drink
Workers;
Chemical, Sugar and Paper Production-Process Workers;
Tobacco Preparers and Tobacco Product Makers;
Paper Products, Rubber, Plastic and Production-Process !{orkers,
n.e.c. i
Packers, lfrappers, Labellers,
Stationary Engine, Excavating and Lifting Equipment Operators;
Storemen and Freight Handlers;
Labourers, n.e.c.
SERVICE, SPORT AND RECREATION I{ORKERS:
Fire Brigade, Police and Other Protective Service Vtorkers;







Barbers, Hairdressers and Beauticíans;
Launderers, Dry Cleaners and Pressers;
Athletes, Sportsmen and Related lrùorkers;
Photographers and Camera Operators;
Undertakers and Crematorium Workersi
Service, Sport, Recreation Workers, n.e.c.
MEIIBERS OF ARMED SERVICES:
Officers, Royal Australian Air Force;
Other Ranks, Roya1 Australian Air Force;
Officers, Australian l'lilitary Forces;
Other Ranks, Australian Military Forces;
Officers, Royal Australian Navyt
Other Ranks, Royal Australian Navy;
Officers, Overseas Forces in Australia;
Other Ranks, overseas Forces in Australia.
OCCUPATION INADEQUATELY DESCRIBED OR NOT STATED:
Occupation Inadequately Described or Not Stated: excluding
Managerial Workers, "Other and Inadequately Described or Not
Stated" code No. 119 Major Group 1.
L24.
APPENDIX B: STATISTICAL PROCEDURES
8.1 GOODNESS-OF-FIT STATTSTICS.
Chi-squared is defined as:
Mean percentage error is:
Root-mean-square-error is :
) 2Ì \
where n. is the observed number of tríps;tt
m., is the synttresized number of trips; andU
N is the nu¡¡iber of cells in the matrix.
(Source: Burington and May, L97O).
8.2 REGRESSTON AND CORRELATION ANALYSIS.
A simple linear regression lÁ/as used to fit a straight line to
a series of data points in Section 5.3. The line was of the form:
Y=a*bX








i (x. -x) (Y. -Y)tl
I







the ith observation of variable
the ith observation of variable
number of observations;
mean of variable X; and












The Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient (r) was
used to measure the strength of relationship between the two variables.
In this case, the strength of refationship indicates both the goodness-
of-fit of the linear regression line to the data and - when r is
squared, the proportion of variance in one variable explained by the
other.
The correl-ation coefficient varies between -1 and +1 with a
coefficient of 0 indicating that there is no relation between the two
variables; coefficients of +l and -I indicate perfect positive
and negative correlation respectívely.
Mathematically, r is defined as the ratio of covariation to
square root of the product of the variation in X and the variation
in Y. where x and. Y symbolize the two variables. This corresponds
to the formula:
(x. -x) (v. -v)lt
t-_
(x -t) '][, 
=Ï,
The standard error of the estimate is the standard deviation of the
"residuals". Residuals are the errors made in predicting Y from X




11 -"r " ])b
L26
of the estimate is
n
i =1
I t1 rr -a-bx. ) l \
Se= (\ n-2
L27 .
APPENDIX C: THE CALIBRATION PROGRAM
'tttr.'?3 0PÏ=1 FlN ó.?+l7c
PPOGFAiI 8 ?PC.V ITA PEA' I NPUf 
'OUIPUl' 
IAP€!TlNPUTT IÀ PF6=OUIPUl T
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IHI.ç PPOGRAI' CALIERÂ1ES fHE GRAV¡IY I¡OOgL fRIP DI9lNI9UlION
PÞCClCUf a.
GMN TçI¡ EilD j\¡Lll,.8¡RS 
^NO 
A!'¡ DBSERVLO lRtP lttlEeCHA''lGi qAtFtIr
piói¡.;¡.is,¡¡r_r_ BE cpLcuLAfFo rHtcq pAxfi¡tz¿ ftfE coo)N¿ss-oF-Fr1
CÈ TÈ.L SYNTPÉ:IZ:O T!ìJI' MATFIX TC IHF OTSERV'-D'
ìH¿PaoGkA¡..t^slPlcÌFIcALLYoÊ.5IGN:oFoRUsÊI{^o¿LÀl0EJltH
3i LOC^L GnV¿pNÞ'f\Î AR:AS Pul voDrFIc^TIOr{S C^N ¿ASILv 8e IADE
Tn CPf-F¡l; tJl¡! A{fTHcQ NUtsBER OF ZnN55'
PÍi!GRAFII.E !qlTTLN' DÉ.VÉLDÞEO ANO TÉ5TEO ðY
.I . V. HILL
OLPT. CF CTVIL EÑGII!FERING
l.ltJiVÉeSr.f Y OF ADE,LAIOq
19?7-0
cer:9oN E 131 ,31 I
rDM\I,FReOUIó0l
Cr)lrÀ101! TT I 31.3i
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Rí^l IRAvFL lIME MATRTX 5SltrJl
P9}:NLI :O
DC i. l=1rNô
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FRDGÞAM BÞRG¡1 Fllr I o ?+{?t
20Ns lrl
r0/06r09 19.:,t.a?73tL1 3 0P1=1
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FOp¡'AT l7HC, /f tll,Xr.lRrP PRoDUCllcNs oF!dFlTE(6r6431 lPYlll ¡I=1¡NOl
FOFt,,Af ( 1l¡ , ! X r rpY I 1 | .,3X,10F ô.0 I
uÊ¡TEl6r645l
TCTMAfI:H(I''fFIP AfIRACTIONS OF ZOT'E J''
sellE (6r6441 IAYlJ¡ r.l=1rNOt
FCRVAT ( 1H r ¡;X r +AY (J t r t 3X r 10 F6.0 t
CALCULAT: ÂLfUÅL ÂV Ttr1P LENGTH lD8^Rl FRClr ElIrJl
CAL L E nF^F I lior COT tTR! pS I DFAÞ I
920 C'NTII!UE





C A L L F R T tI L E I a'Q r FP EC r sS r F r Tfì f P S t O BAR r f'ltNTt rl r MA X tI È r til C t OPT t Qp ll t
O0 : ââ Í=1'l'!AXTfM
É F ( t ! =i.rFrrr (6,10: t
F C F È- Al (:H.. , 10X.. tNrlI AL lRAVEL IrHF FACIORS.l
vPllLf Ê,irZl IFF (f , rt=HtNlIltrl'AXTtt,'INCt



























c¡Lc lRrP TAeLE TllrrJt FPor'l KNOvN 1R1P eNOS PYltt A'YD AY lJl
eAtL Tltìrsl lNol
CÉLCULAlF ÁV IRIP L¿NGll{ ISYNIHEtICI SBAR FROiI IllttJl
c¡LL I'ltloAVL lÞorTollrTTRpPrsBAe I
ãRQnF= ¡C5 ( tCFAp-58AÈl /DBAR.10O.l
tîITíI6r4?art at{l?cR
FúRÞAy(ittor+Tolv.:L tIMF aRFORTIF'l .2ta P€R CÊNÎ .l
CALCUL'f,: SYNÍHt-fIC FRCA TAFLE
IFIOPT.¿0.1.¡ GO TO F35yr'Iït(6rt35l





col"Þ^F- 1R: F Lf N{ìf H FRC.â. Df SlRIsUf :Ot{S A{D qODIFY TRAVfL llME
FACTORS FF lF trECËSSARY
hcCl,'lil=0
Do få 1 K=¡rÍt'Î1MrUA¡lIYrtNC
nlF=^U-(FÞi q( rl -ËR:at, lK t I
IF { DiF.t r'.!.I I NCCUNf=tlcCU¡.ll+1
c1¡.rìNUt
lqÊ¡ ì: I l'A¡TI r-¡'iI'lTlM t /lNC+1
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PFOGRAM BPþO¡i 131t73 0P1=1
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654 FcRþÂ?(iHi,çcc,4pARtsoN uNsalrsFAcloRY - Mo0lFY lRAv:L l¡llEr ¡No cLPF¡1.)lf tfl
Dtì 200 t =¡iJ¡TI.4,MAXTIUTINCrF ( rR. ltJ I K t .l{e. i:. I rr tkl =ÉF lxt .FRrolKl rFÊEol,l xl
2C0 CÐt.rlt¡Lr
vPlÌ-- ( q r:lro I IFF ( I t r 1=vlrt¡TIt'î rtlAxlIt¡t tNCl
3o: Fcpv¡T(itJlrôyoDIFl¿ó TFAvEL lIhE F^CfORSrr l//tX;LIFC¡2ll
Pqr¡{T .30 6 t[iINlI Yr INC
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73t'.73 0P1=1 Flf{ a.?+a?¡
C ALL lESTI.IA T I ÑA I
CALcULAIE ACTUAL 
^ND 
SYNIHETtC AYE.RAGE ltllFA-ZOÑAL PERCE¡|lAOE
lcllrF=lOlKG=0.
DO 63 t::r!,
TOTKF=TOTKF +fT ( I r ll l?f ll.l
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SUSROUT¡N5 FRIFLE 73tt?3 0Pl=1 Flf't a.?+at¡
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SUEROUlTNE lANÑEP 13t77 3 0Pf=1
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1O1 NO. OF IRtDS 2966!9¡lOT Lg:'ICTH OF
AV ACTUÀL 16.Þ6lRrF LFNGlH OEARfttlril
ACTUAL FRIOTIÉ?tCY ?ABL:
o fo 3 ¡lrN L2i?1. ¿.09
3 TO 5 Hrri 14060. 4.44
? to ? r¡IN 5u1ô1. 16.83
? 70 I rrN ¿?::!. ¡91
9 10 11 \lN 11150. 3.76
IL TO i3 ÞI\ 1!9¿2¡ 6.39
13 10 15 È1N 2L623. 7.2S
15 fc 11 ¡{IN 25úS0. 8.46
1î 10 19 ltrlN 1-!3::. 4.49
19 TO 2L tllr'¡ 36"7ti. 1?.4rr
2r fo 23 fÌlN 23437. 7.90
23 fo 25 l.!N 1la3:e 3.C¡
2l fn 27 i'lltt 21s40. '?.40
2'', lo ?9 vlr'J -q-473. -?.16
2? ln 3l' ll!t\ 5¿vi¡ 1.62
31 TO 33 l,1I N 7 334. 2 . ^'',
33 TO 35 þrN zle3. .73
3c- 10 3? l¿tN 2'¿'15¡ '67
3? TO 39 FIN 3?lE. 7..21
39 lO a1 l':N L2¿e. .4t
4t TO 43 i'1¡N ?87. .2'l
43 10 45 HfN 649¡ ¡22
45 10 41 MrN 123. .0¿
.7 TO 49 l.ltN 3C7. .10
49 fO <1 HIN ?90. '10
1ÞIP5 29653e.
TRiP {tNS 4917723.






































































































































1O7¡L LFfTGIH OF TRAV!L
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O coxpARtsoN uNsATrgF/rcroRy - FoDtFy rp^vIL T¡uE FAcroRs ^iro 
REpEAT
Ir,lODlF¡eO lPAVEL Trt4E FAClORS














¡0 6.39 .t? .24











o12 c7O o? 9 .31 .41
cl2 .81 .52 oAã ¡lt
fRAVEL T1¡1E FACTCRS I'IOOIFIFD TO FtT IXE CURVE







.S3 .¿9 .:.5 .22 ¡19 c1'1
O (FrRsf vALUE = c- 3 r,r:.hur¿s r EACH succEsstvE vALUE
lol^L I ?ñGTH OF TFAVEL 5071s45.
@ ror^L NuMBER oF rFfPs 2966 t9.
AV. TKIP LLNG'IH SBAR 1?.09C











































HODTFI=D ICAVEL ltr,'tl FACleRS
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TRAVIL T!I'{T FACIORS MOO¡FIED 1O FIf lHE CURVE
19.6? â.17 E-.32 3.64 2.66 2.O2 1.55 L.2¿
.2, .¿L .1? .15 .t2 .11 .09 .o¡
lFtpsl vaLUs = D- 3 rrtNUyEs ¡ rACH:UCCÈSS¡Vt VALU€ = NEXl e MINUlE
TOIAL LE¡!GTH Ot TRlVliL 4ñ539C?.
TOT^L tiu¡lgfR OF lt'lPs 296539.
Av. lFIP Ltr{CfH -<DAÊ' 15.Fðô
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.2t o2o .16 .1.
lF!Þs1 v^LUE = 0- 3 t4INUrES r ¿ACH
IOlAL LENGlH OF TRAVEL
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THEPg, AF' 3C VALUFS OF AYA IJ' V¡TH¡N !.0 PER














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TITiS INlERVAL 1R¡OS P'E
0 ÎC 3 trfr\¡ 11E6t. 4.03
g to 5 lrtN :,36 91. À.62
5 10 7 t¡IN 127.12. !1 .1Þ
? f^ 9 Htii 35?-q. 1.21
9 l(¡ 11 ùIn¡ 11164. 3.?6
11 TO 13 ptñ 1997t. 5.50
13 lO L5 t,I¡{ 2r9ô1. 8.4?
13 TO L7 HÌ^, 2i?9èo 0.?o
t7 10 19 frìrN 130?e. 4.39
19 TO 2L HrN 35??0. 12.06
27 TO 2! r.1¡¡' 2¿'râ?. ?.4ô
?3 10 2t- l. lò¡ i3493. 4.3'¿
2t 10 ¿7 lrtN is9:.?. 5.3t
2? 10 29 Frr'¡ 73a,'. 2.46
29 TO ¡1 ¡rtN 4-f2tt 1.59
31 10 33 l1Iñ 623c¿¿ 2.10
33 10 33 t,'N tA4?. .62
15 10 3't H¡N 26.10r .ôC
r7 10 39 i4IN -4914. r.21
3 I 10 41 YIN 94( . o32
41 lC 45 lrrN ¿98. .30
a3 fo a5 trtN 5¡8. .2O
.9 10 4ì trltr 16ó¡ .t6
47 10 ¿9 þlN 3!1. ¡15
49 T0 51, M!r'r 53Á. .i'ô
TPÎPS 296G39.
ÎRIP irfNs ô6C4?Z9r


































































































































































.614 .912 043c .536
.57C 2.390 2.'t59 3.54Á
.911 ¡.9S6 i.iJ" ..!?
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.7rfì 1.94¿ L.72'l
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